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Abstract 

This thesis examines possible contact effects in the segmental phonology in an idiolect of 

Swedish Romani. From data gathered from one speaker of Swedish Romani I describe the 

phonology on a segmental level and then compare this with the phonology of its progenitor, 

Proto-Northwestern Romani. The traces of interference could in almost every case be 

explained as features gained from contact with Swedish. When features were judged to have 

entered Swedish Romani from a different language, intense contact with Swedish could 

possible explain why these features have remained in Swedish Romani. 
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1. Introduction 

Since their exodus from the Indian subcontinent sometime between 500 and 1000 AD 

(Beníšek, 2020: 25-26), and their subsequent arrival in Europe in the fourteenth century 

(Adiego, 2020: 49), the speakers of Romani have been in intense and prolonged contact with 

several languages. This is also the case for the speakers of the variety of Romani spoken in 

Sweden, who have been in Sweden since at least 1512 (Etzler, 1944: 44). During their time in 

Sweden the Swedish Romani speech community has been subjected to severe discrimination 

and marginalization of the majority population (cf. Etzler, 1944: 47 ff.; Ds 2014: 8). As a 

consequence Swedish Romani has been under heavy social pressure from the language of the 

majority population, Swedish. This pressure has caused Swedish Romani to be heavily 

affected by Swedish, and in many cases inherited Romani features have been replaced with 

Swedish features, leading to the overall structure of the language to be extremely similar to 

that of Swedish. Because of this Swedish Romani is by some referred to as an ingroup 

vocabulary rather than an independent language (Matras, 2002: 10). Carling et al. (2014: 15) 

contest this and see the variety instead as an autonomous, mixed language, where most of the 

structural components of the language have been borrowed from Swedish, while most the 

lexicon has been retained. This is a typical contact scenario known as borrowing (see section 

3.2 for a more detailed explanation). An opposing idea is the one presented by Matras (2010), 

regarding the origin of the pararomani variety of Angloromani – a variety of Romani heavily 

influenced by English in a similar manner as the influence of Swedish in Swedish Romani. In 

the framework of this hypothesis pararomani varieties are formed through a process 

resembling the scenario language shift (see section 3.3 for a more detailed explanation), 

where the speech community due to the dominance of the majority language shift to only 

speaking that language, but because of cultural reasons retain a large Romani vocabulary. 

This idea is also believed to hold true for Swedish Romani (Matras, 2015: 227-228; Bakker, 

2020). This would mean that the structure of Swedish Romani is not only extremely similar 

to Swedish, but more accurately, is Swedish. Any cases of Swedish structure in Swedish 

Romani would therefore be not be interference due contact, but rather actual Swedish 

structures. Certain Swedish features in Swedish Romani today could of course also have been 

present in Swedish Romani before this language shift, as the language was in contact with 

Swedish before the shift. 
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1.1 Purpose 

So, while there are plenty of studies regarding the potential origin of Swedish Romani, there 

are to my knowledge none that actually describe the actual interference due to contact in 

Swedish Romani (to a larger extent). The purpose of this study is therefore to attempt to 

describe the effects contact with other languages have had in Swedish Romani. Due to the 

limitations of this study, the focus is only on segmental phonology, and as all language data 

in this thesis is from one single speaker, the phonology described is of an idiolect of Swedish 

Romani, not of the language as a whole. The research question can therefore be summarized 

as: What contact effects in the segmental phonology can be seen in the speaker’s Swedish 

Romani? Through first describing the phonology of the thesis language consultant and then 

comparing this with the phonology of Proto-Northwestern Romani, the earlier stage of 

Swedish Romani, this question will be answered. Note that for the reasons mentioned above, 

this thesis operates under the assumption that Swedish Romani is an autonomous system 

from Swedish, i.e. the view held by Carling et al. 

 

1.2 The language consultant and comments on orthography  

The speaker in question of the study, Jon Pettersson (referred from here on as JP), grew up in 

Helsingborg, in the region of Skåne in South Sweden and has lived there his entire life. 

Because of this he speaks a variety of Swedish that differs from Standard Swedish in certain 

ways. Section 2.2 details these differences further. Throughout his youth Swedish Romani 

was frequently spoken with his immediate and extended family, who are part of the 

Scandinavian Romany group Resande. It was however always used in parallel with Swedish, 

with frequent switching and mixing of the languages, but with Swedish being the dominant 

language. Swedish Romani was, and is, used in general conversation, but for the most part 

Swedish is used for that purpose, while Swedish Romani is used more as a cultural language 

and as a marker of one’s identity as Roma. JP describes how when discussing certain topics 

Swedish Romani would more often be used, while for others Swedish would be used, 

depending on the topics’ cultural connotations. For example, as there are certain taboos 

among Swedish Resande for example regarding sex, Swedish would often be used when 

talking about this topic.   
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The orthography of Swedish Romani used throughout the essay is the one created by the 

organization Franzwagner Sällskapet in their Swedish Romani dictionary LAVENGRO. As 

the orthography does not always accurately represent JP’s pronunciation of the languages, all 

Swedish Romani words and sentences written in the thesis are followed by a transcription to 

IPA, as well as their English meaning.  

 

2. Background 

In this section I will provide a background into the existing linguistic research on Swedish 

Romani, as well as a rather brief overview of Swedish and Scanian phonology.  

 

2.1 Previous research on Swedish Romani 

The most extensive research on Swedish Romani to date can be found in Carling et al. 

(2014), which provides a description of the phonology and grammar of one speaker of 

Swedish Romani, and a wordlist, based mostly on lexical items provided by previous 

research into the language such as Johansson (1977), Etzler (1944) and Thorbjörnsson-Djerf 

& Lindell (2008). As mentioned above, the view presented in Carling et al. (2014: 120-123) 

holds that Swedish Romani should be considered an autonomous system, and not just an 

ingroup vocabulary of the sort that other pararomani varieties are considered to be. This idea 

was criticized in Matras (2015) for being purist, as the grammatical and phonological 

structure of Swedish Romani instead is entirely Swedish. Criticism was also aimed at several 

other parts of the book, such as the authors’ presentation of the idiosyncratic Swedish 

Romani described in the book as representative of the variety as a whole, and of the 

inaccurate diachronic analysis throughout the entirety of the book. 

 

While the phonology as described in Carling et al. (2014: 40-77) is quite similar to that of 

Swedish, there are certain differences. Carling et al. set the vowel inventory of Swedish 

Romani at 19 segmental elements, of which 18 are contrasting phonemes and one is a free 

allophonic variant (see table 1). If you include the allophone (which Carling et al. do) this 

gives you two additional segments compared to the system of Standard Swedish: /aː/ and [e]. 

Six of the vowels occur only in a few words: /aː/, /ɛː/, /yː/, /œ/, /øː/, and /oː/. Apart from the 
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allophonic variation of /ɛ/ (realized as [e] and [ɛ]), there are numerous other vowel phonemes 

that can vary in realization (Carling et al. 2014: 45-46). 

 

/iː/ /ɪ/ /yː/ /ʏ/ /ʉ̟ː/  /uː/ /ʊ/ 

/eː/ [e] /øː/   /ɵ/ /oː/  

/ɛː/ /ɛ/  /œ/    /ɔ/ 

/aː/ /a/     /ɑː/  

Table 1: The vowel inventory of Swedish Romani in Carling et al (2014: 45). 

 

The consonant inventory (see table 2) shows large deviations from the consonant system of 

Standard Swedish as there are several consonants in Swedish Romani that are not present in 

Standard Swedish, both on a phonemic level, and at an allophonic level. As can be seen in 

table 2, there are 26 segments in the Swedish Romani consonant system. As with the vowels, 

not all of these are phonemic, the four segments [w], [ɕ], [kç] and [χ] are considered 

allophones. [w] is fairly limited in use. It occurs only as an allophone of /v/ in the German-

origin word swester/shvester (their orthography). Likewise, [kç] occurs as an allophone of /t͡ ɕ/ 

in only a few words (Carling et al. 2014: 47-48). [ɕ] and [χ] operate as both free and 

contextually conditioned allophones together with /ɧ/ and /ʂ/ in a fairly complex manner (cf. 

Carling et al. 2014: 49-58).  

 

Phonemic wise, the distinction between aspirated and unaspirated stops is a feature which 

cannot be found in Standard Swedish. Although the authors still consider aspiration to be 

phonemic, its presence in the speech of the language consultant appears severely limited, 

however. A major reason for their inclusion in the phonological system is the fact that it was 

included in the orthography of the work of Thorbjörnsson-Djerf & Lindell (2008): 

 

“Nonetheless, we believe the distinction is real: our language consultants must have some 

reason for introducing it into the orthography. Remember that the orthography of Lindell and 

Thorbjörnsson-Djerf (2008) is an invention, so the distinction made there between aspirated 

and unaspirated voiceless stops cannot simply be a relic of an earlier phonological 

distinction lost from spoken language. We believe that speakers both produce and hear the 

distinction, even though the distinction is a very fine one.” (Carling et al. 2014: 60) 
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While the actual phonetics of the potential aspiration of the bilabial and alveolar stops is not 

thoroughly examined due to their infrequent appearance in their data, there does appear to be 

at least a phonetic distinction between the aspiration of /kh/ and /k/ (the two other voiceless 

stops were not examined to their low frequency). The VOT values1 of the segments show a 

mean difference of 17ms – an extremely small value for languages with contrasting aspirated 

and unaspirated stops (Lisker & Abrahamson, 1964). In certain cases, there also appears to be 

a breathy-voice quality to the segments, which Carling et al. assume to be working together 

with the aspiration to produce the contrast. They therefore conclude that aspiration in the 

Swedish Romani of their consultant could possibly be phonemic, even though this contrast 

appears to be marginal at best (Carling et al. 2014: 59-64).  

 

There is also one phonemic voiced aspirated stop: /gh/. As with the voiceless stops, Carling et 

al. are almost unable to actually perceive any of the supposed differences in pronunciation. 

Out of the 16 tokens containing /gh/, the two cases where there is a difference in realization 

are the two tokens where the speaker deliberately contrasts /g/ and /gh/, in which the contrast 

is realized through breathy voice. So, while there does appear to be a marginal phonetic 

difference, the researchers still have issues finding a phonemic contrast between the two 

segments, but since the speaker of the study claims there to be a contrast, they have opted to 

include both segments as phonemes, even though the basis for this inclusion is small (Carling 

et al. 2014: 64-65).  

 

  Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal 

Nasal /m/   /n/   /ŋ/     

Stop /ph/ /p/ /b/   /th/ /t/ /d/   /kh/ /k/ /g/ /gh/     

Fricative   /f/ /v/  /s/ [ɕ] /ɧ/ [χ] /h/ 

Affricate       /t͡ ɕ/  [kç]     

Trill   /r/     

Approximant  [w]     /j/       

Lateral     /l/         

Table 2: The consonant inventory of Swedish Romani in Carling et al (2014: 47). 

 
1 Voice Onset Time (Lisker & Abrahamson, 1964) 
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2.3 Swedish phonology 

There are unfortunately few phonological descriptions of Skåne Swedish available. While 

there are plenty of studies made concerning prosodic features of Skåne Swedish, descriptions 

of the segmental phonology of Skåne varieties are by large missing. Hansson (1969) provides 

an overview of the segments of four dialects of Skåne Swedish. These four dialects are 

however so called “genuine” dialects, i.e. not the regional accents spoken by most Swedes 

today, and are therefore not a good match for the variety spoken by JP. Because of this lack 

of good descriptions of varieties more closely resembling the JP’s speech, I have opted to do 

any comparisons instead with Standard Swedish. While there are clear phonetic difference 

between JP’s native Swedish and Standard Swedish, they do appear to be sufficiently similar 

that comparisons between them are possible. Below follows a description of the phonology of 

Central Standard Swedish and regional variations found generally in Skåne Swedish varieties 

of Standard Swedish.  

 

Central Standard Swedish is generally considered to have 18 consonant phonemes and 17 

vowel phonemes (Bruce & Engstrand, 2006; Engstrand, 2004: 113, 167). With the exception 

of the long vowel /eː/, all the vowel phonemes have a short and long counterpart, with certain 

qualitative, as well as quantitative, differences among the pairs (see table 3). Quantity can 

also be found in consonants, as vowels and consonants work in a complementary system 

regarding quantity. In stressed syllables, a long vowel a potential consonant following the 

vowel is always short, while a short vowel must always be followed by a long consonant or a 

consonant cluster. There are therefore no stressed, open syllables where the vowel is short 

(Schaeffler, 2005: 7-8). On a segmental level, there are a few notable characteristics of Skåne 

Swedish that differ from Central Standard Swedish, which also appear to hold for JP’s variety 

of Swedish2. These characteristics include the uvular realization of /r/ (Bruce & Engstrand, 

2006: 26), diphthongization of long vowels and lack of distinction between [e] and [ɛ] (cf. 

Bruce 1970). Note that the diphthongization in JP’s speech does not appear to be as 

widespread as described in Bruce (1970).   

 

 
2 Please note that the actual phonology and phonetics of JP’s variety of Swedish has not been specifically 

studied. While I do believe the claims made regarding this to be true, it is possible that his actual speech of 

Swedish might differ from what I say.  
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Table 3: The Central Standard  Swedish vowel pairs and the Central Swedish consonant inventory. Based on Engstrand 

(2004: 113, 167). 

Long Short 

/iː/ /ɪ/ 

 /yː/ /ʏ/ 

/eː/ - 

/øː/ /œ/   

Table 4: The 

Central 

Standard   

Swedish 

vowel pairs. 

Based on 

Engstrand 

(2004: 113). 

Table 5: 

The 

Central 

Standard   

Swedish 

vowel 

pairs. 

Based on 

Engstrand 

(2004: 

113). 

Bilab. Labiodent. Dent. Alv. Pal. Vel. Glot. 

/ɛː/   /ɛ/ Nasal m  n   ŋ  

/ʉ̟ː/ /ɵ/ Fric.  f v s  ɕ ɧ h 

/uː/ /ʊ/ Appr.    l  j   

/oː/ /ɔ/ Stop p b  t d   k g  

/ɑː/ /a/ Trill     r     

 

3. Theory 

That a language can be affected and influenced by another language has been known within 

the field of linguistics for a long period of time. Schuchardt (1884: 5) claimed that there is no 

language that is completely unmixed, as long as 136 years ago. 32 years later Dawkins (1916) 

went on to describe the extreme effects that Turkish had had on Asia Minor Greek. Weinreich 

(1953) later on provided an early contribution to the field of modern contact linguistics. I will 

in this section attempt to provide an outline of the settings in which change though contact 

with other languages can take place, and the ways that these changes happen within a 

language.  

 

The most important aspect to consider when attempting to determine outcomes of language 

contact is the sociolinguistic history of the speakers. While structural constraints might play a 

role, the sociohistorical factors surrounding the speakers and their community have the main 

part in contact situations (Thomason & Kaufman, 1988: 35; Muysken, 2010: 278). The 

framework described in Matras (2009) also follows this assumption of the importance of the 

sociolinguistics of a contact situation. Within this framework, Thomason and Kaufman 

propose two possible scenarios for change through contact (excluding creolization): linguistic 

interference through language shift, and linguistic interference through borrowing (Thomason 

& Kaufman, 1988: 37-46). Muysken (2010: 272-278) provides an overview of eight other 

language contact scenarios which fit in under Thomason’s and Kaufman’s larger divisions. 
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3.1 Language shift 

The first type of interference results from, when during a language shift, the speaker group 

that is shifting to speaking another language, fails to learn the target language as it was 

originally spoken by its speakers. The non-target language variants that the shifting group 

uses then spread to the original speakers of the language as well, so that the entire language 

finally ends up affected by the shifting speakers’ original language (Thomason & Kaufman, 

1988: 38-39). As with most contact scenarios, the social situation of the two speaker groups 

is usually asymmetrical, with the community of the speakers of the target language being 

socially dominant over the shifting group (Muysken, 2010: 273). The relative population 

sizes of the two groups matter as well: in order for the shifting group’s language to affect the 

target language, it is necessary that the shifting speakers outnumber the target language 

speakers (Thomason & Kaufman, 1988: 45). A notable example of a situation like this, where 

a socially inferior, larger speaker group shifting to a socially dominant speaker group’s 

language, is the case of the formation and genesis of Irish English. After several hundred 

years of colonization of Ireland by the English, Irish speakers overwhelmingly shifted from 

their native Irish to the settlers’ English, beginning in earnest in the middle of the nineteenth 

century (Hickey, 2007: 121-123).  

 

The social statuses of the groups involved do not necessarily have to be fixed at the shifting 

group being fully subordinate and the target group being fully dominant. The shifting group 

might also enjoy certain amounts of prestige, with the outcome of the contact effects 

depending on the social configuration of the two groups. In cases where the shifting group 

does have some prestige, vocabulary from the shifting group’s language can spread to the 

target language, as well as structural features. If the shifting group does not have much social 

prestige however, little to no vocabulary of the shifting group’s language will spread to the 

target language (Thomason & Kaufman, 1988: 117-118), as is the case with Irish English, 

where the interference of Irish is limited to grammar and phonology (Thomason & Kaufman, 

1988: 129). An example of the opposite situation is the case of Burushaski’s influence upon 

Shina. The shifting group was made up by the Burushaski speakers, yet many Burushaski 

loanwords entered Shina (Thomason & Kaufman, 1988: 117). 
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3.2 Borrowing 

Similarly to situations of interference through language shift, situations of interference 

through borrowing usually take place in social settings where the speakers of the borrowing 

language are in minority, both regarding population size, and regarding degree of social 

power (Thomason & Kaufman, 1988: 72; Muysken, 2010: 272). In the framework of 

Thomason and Kaufman, what sets this type of language contact apart from shift-induced 

change, however, is the degree and duration of bilingualism the minority group possess, i.e. 

they speak both the larger, socially dominant language, as well as their own native language. 

Instead of shifting language from the native one to the target language, the speaker 

community maintains and speaks both languages. It should be noted though, that this is not 

the same type of situation described as stable bilingualism, wherein the two languages 

involved are often quite equal in status, and where the outcome is convergence rather than 

asymmetric effects from a more dominant language to a socially inferior one, which is the 

case in scenarios of unidirectional borrowing (Muysken, 2010: 272-273).  

 

As stated above, the degree and duration of bilingualism in the community plays a large role. 

The more widespread the bilingualism, and the longer the bilingualism has been present in 

the community, the stronger the contact effects of the majority language are going to be on 

the minority language. These effects can be formulated into scales, correlating linguistic 

interference and intensity of contact. Thomason’s and Kaufman’s (1988: 74-95) scale of 

borrowability identifies five levels of degree of contact, and their consequences regarding 

interference on the affected language. This scale fits in quite well with Matras (2009: 222-

226) four levels of contact effects and phonology. Below I have summarized these two scales 

into three levels (since the third level in Matras’ scale concerns language shift, it is not 

included below).   

 

The first level of the scale pertains to casual contact between languages, where due to very 

low cultural pressure, the sole linguistic interference in the minority language is domain-

specific lexical content. For example, names of non-native animals, food, etc. The entrance of 

these words come from a small group of bilinguals into a larger monolingual community, 

who due to their unfamiliarity with the foreign sounds instead adapt the borrowed words to 
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the structure of the recipient language, leading to no interference on a phonological (or 

grammatical) level whatsoever in the language.  

 

Slightly more intense contact leads to slightly more effects on the recipient language, albeit 

still minor. The “slightly more intense” contact of these situation takes its form through 

slightly more widespread bilingualism among the speakers of the language. An example is 

the influence Classical Arabic has had on other Muslim speech communities through its role 

as the liturgical language of Islam, leading to the spread of loanwords into these languages. 

The difference here between the first level and this one is that instead of the non-native 

sounds being replaced with native ones, the original phonology of the words are kept to a 

certain extent. This happens due to the speakers of the recipient language’s view of the source 

language as prestigious. Because of this view not only the bilingual speakers produce the 

non-native sounds, but also monolinguals make the effort to pronounce the words “correctly”. 

So, while new sounds enter the recipient language, they are limited to specific words, and do 

not affect the phonological system of the language as a whole. 

 

On the third level the extensive bilingualism in combination with the extended dominance 

and prestige of the source language relative to the recipient language has led to the spread of 

foreign sounds into the general phonology of the language. The degree of intensity of contact 

between the source language and the recipient language determine the extent of the adoption 

of the source language’s phonology. At the lower end of the intensity spectrum on this level, 

the new additions to the recipient language’s phonology are often those that do not require 

much effort of the recipient speakers’ part to adopt, such as allophones becoming phonemes, 

and sounds which provide a function of filling in the gaps of the native phonology. Matras 

(2009: 222) however, provides criticism regarding this idea of sounds being adopted into a 

language to fill gaps, as languages on a whole are considered fully functioning, autonomous 

systems and therefore do not require borrowing sounds from other languages in order 

function properly. At the higher end of the intensity spectrum on this level, very heavy 

cultural and social pressure on the minority recipient language leads to the adoption of 

phonological matter that cause the typology of the language to change. These adoptions 

include: “subphonemic changes in habits of articulation, including allophonic alternations; 

loss of phonemic contrasts and of morphophonemic rules” (Thomason & Kaufman, 1988: 
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75). An example of this degree of change induced through borrowing is the above-mentioned 

Asia Minor Greek, as described by Dawkins.  

 

The explanation to why bilingualism and the subsequent borrowings of linguistic matter leads 

to linguistic interference in the manner described above, has to do with the basic fact of 

linguistics that languages want to perform their communicative purposes in a manner that is 

as efficient and economical as possible. To converge the phonological systems of the two 

languages is better from a functional point of view than to keep them apart, as there is simply 

less aspects to consider for the bilingual speaker (Matras, 2009: 225). Of course, convergence 

of this sort is not confined to phonology and phonetics: a recent experimental study found 

that for bilingual speakers of Romani and Romanian, the participants tended to repeat 

grammatical structures from one language into the other (Amadou et al. 2020). Apart from 

this functional pressure of convergence, there can also be pressure to keep the two systems 

apart, namely ingroup pressure to conform and to be loyal to one’s own native language, and 

by extension, one’s own native speech community (Matras, 2009: 225; Thomason & 

Kaufman, 1988: 72).  

 

4. Method and data 

There are two types of data used in this thesis. The first type are recordings of the Swedish 

Romani spoken by JP. These recordings were made during two sessions, with the first one 

lasting about two hours and the second approximately 30 minutes. The recordings of the first 

session (see appendix II) consist of sentences constructed around the 207-word Swadesh list, 

with the word from the Swadesh list in the middle of the sentences. In a few cases the 

Swadesh word was changed to instead be in the beginning or at the end of the sentences due 

to the syntactical constraints of Swedish Romani. All sentences were read by me in Swedish 

to JP who then produced a version of the same sentence in Swedish Romani. JP was asked to 

repeat the sentence in Romani three times. In three cases JP could not recall how to say the 

requested Swadesh word in Swedish Romani, these sentences were in these cases skipped. 

The aim of the second session was to find the cognates of the Proto-Northwestern Romani 

words reconstructed by Astrid Monrad. During this session (see appendix I) I first read the 

reconstructed words to JP and asked him if he could think of a word similar in meaning and 
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sound to the one just read to him. If there was a word which sounded like it could be a 

possible cognate, JP was then asked to produce a Romani version of a preprepeared sentence 

in Swedish containing said word, similarly to the procedure in session one. In case the 

probable cognate had already been said in a sentence in session one, these sentences were 

skipped and the corresponding sentence from session one was instead used. In 13 cases either 

was no cognate in Swedish Romani, in which case the cognates were skipped, or two 

cognates had the exact same form, in which case only one was used. The second type of data 

used in the study are the reconstructed Proto-Northwestern Romani words from Monrad 

(2012: 96-98). The reconstruction of the words was made with the use of the comparative 

method based on the five varieties of Finnish Romani and the two varieties of Sinti Romani 

available in the Romani Morpho-Syntax database3 (Matras et al 2009). See Monrad (2012: 

14-61) for more details regarding the reconstruction. 

 

Due to the situation with the Covid-19 virus and the Swedish government’s ensuing 

recommendations to maintain social distance at the time of this study, both recording sessions 

were conducted via the video communication service Zoom. The recordings were made by 

using the Zoom client’s built in recording function which simply records both users’ video 

and audio input. The advantages of using this recording method are mainly regarding 

logistics: the government’s recommendations regarding social distance were followed, and 

since this is a study with limited time it was beneficial that there no extra time regarding 

travel was needed. There are also disadvantages with this recording technique. Since the 

audio was recorded through JP’s own laptop, the sound quality turned out to be less than 

optimal, especially since the room JP was in during the recording sessions proved to echo 

which also made the recordings rather echoey. While it was still possible to transcribe the 

majority of JP’s speech accurately, it was not possible to use spectrograms, which made it 

difficult to identify certain sounds (mentioned in section 6 where relevant). 

 

After the recording sessions, JP’s Romani version of the provided sentences were transcribed 

to IPA. The transcription used was a broad phonetic transcription consisting mainly of the 

phonemes and allophones of JP’s speech. Consonant length was in not transcribed, because 

 
3 http://romani.humanities.manchester.ac.uk/rms/ 
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of the lack of available spectrograms that would be needed to fully confirm this feature. Since 

spectrograms could not be used at all due to the audio quality of the recordings, the 

transcription method of perceiving, imitating, sensing, and coding, described in Cucchiarini 

(1993: 31-34) was instead employed. Based on these transcriptions I then described the 

phonemes and allophones of the speech of JP. This was then compared to the proto forms 

gathered from Monrad in order to try and determine what changes Swedish Romani (based on 

JP’s speech) had gone through and the possible effects contact with other languages might 

have had on Swedish Romani. While the main focus of the comparisons was with the 

reconstructed forms, I also sometimes used the cognates of Finnish Romani and Sinti 

Romani, and a few times also with European Romani (the stage of Romani before the 

emergence of Proto-Northwestern Romani) in the comparison since these varieties of Romani 

was also used in Monrad’s reconstruction. These forms were gathered through Monrad’s 

“appendix 2” (Monrad, 2012: 82-84). 

 

5. Phonology 

In this section I will describe the segmental phonology of JP’s variety of Swedish Romani 

based on the data from the recording sessions. The full transcript of the Romani sentences can 

be found in appendix I and II. Each example used in this section is referenced to the Romani 

sentence it was gathered from in the appendices. For example a reference such as (I.4) leads 

to sentence four in appendix one. Any examples being Swedish loanwords will be marked as 

such. 

 

5.1 Vowels 

As can be seen in figure 1, JP’s Swedish Romani contains 15 vowel phonemes as well as 

several allophones, listed in table 5. While most of the vowel phonemes occur several times 

in the data, there are three that occur much more infrequently: /y:/, /ø/, /o:/. /y:/ occurs only in 

the word (II.161) ty (/tyː/) meaning “smoke”; /ø/ in three words: (II.105) behöver (/behøvɛʁ/) 

meaning “to need” (Swedish loanword), (I.72) forr (/fø/) meaning “for” (Swedish loanword), 

and once as an allophone of /ɔ/ in the word (I.1) da dojj ([dadøj]) meaning “over there”; /o:/ 

occurs in three words: (II.98) pårrda (/poːʁda/) meaning “to blow”, (II.119) orrla, (/oːʁla/) 

meaning “to fly”, and (II.193) så (/soː/) meaning “so” (Swedish loanword).  
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Figure 1: The vowel phonemes of JP’s variety of Swedish Romani. Based on Engstrand (1999). 

 

5.1.1 Vowel allophones 

/iː/ -     While most frequently being realized as [iː], the phoneme /iː/ can also be realized as 

the diphthong [e͜iː]. An example can be seen in the words (I.77) tchi ([t͡ ɕe͜iː]) meaning 

“not” and (II.98) tchiro ([ɕe͜iːʁʊ] meaning “time”. Since /iː/ can in both examples also 

realized as the monophthong version of the phoneme, [iː] (II.108) [ɕiː]; (II.174) 

[ɕiːʁʊ], the allophones are most likely free allophones of /iː/. 

/ɪ/ -      Similarily to its longer counterpart, /ɪ/ is most frequently realized as [ɪ], but can also 

be realized as [i], with the length distinguishing it from /iː/. An example of this 

contrast can be seen in the minimal pair (I.64) schinna ([ɕɪna]) “buy” – (II.67) sina 

([siːna]) “moose”. Due to appearing in the same words as both realizations, both 

allophones can be said to occur in free variation of one another. An example is the 

word kutti “small”, which in the recorded data is both pronounced with [i] (I.80) 

([kʉ̟ti]) and [ɪ] (I.80) ([kʉ̟ːtɪ]).  

/ɛ/ -      The phoneme /ɛ/ can be realized as the allophones [ɛ], [e] and [ɜ]. Out of these three, 

[ɛ] and [e] occur as free allophonic variants of /ɛ/. For example, the word med can be 

pronounced in the recordings as both (I.46) [mɛ] and (II.46) [me]. The last allophone, 

[ɜ], occurs in complementary distribution with [ɛ] in the context of /j/: in situations 

where /ɛ/ is followed by /j/, /ɛ/ gets backed and is realized as the central vowel [ɜ]. 

For example: (I.4) tchej (“girl”), /tɕɛj/ → [tɕɜj] (loanword into Swedish); (I.6) grej 

(“horse”), /gʁɛj/ → [gʁɜj]. This is similar to the process happening in Finnish Romani 

described by Granqvist (2002:64), where /a/ followed by /i/ in certain varieties is 

raised and pronounced as [æ]: /dai/ 'mother' → [dæ͜i]. A synchronic analysis of the 
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segment would suggest an analysis of it as an allophone of /ɛ/, although diachronic 

sources indicate that at least historically this was an allophone of /a/ (see section 6.1), 

as is still the case in Finnish Romani. Due to the phonetic similarity between [ɛ] and 

[ɜ] however, I have opted to consider [ɜ] as an allophone of /ɛ/ rather than /a/. 

/eː/ -    Although limited to only a few words, there does appear to occur allophonic variation 

regarding the realization of /eː/. The vowel in the words pre “on” and dre “in” 

frequently alternates between [e] and [eː]. As the variation occurs in the same words 

and does not appear to be limited to certain contexts, the realizations would have to be 

free allophones. It also occurs in the word keren “the house”. This is probably a case 

of compensatory lengthening as the word is sometimes said as (II.25) [keːn], without 

the /ʁ/ segment. The minimal pair of (II.4) menn (/mɛn/) “we” – (II.86) men (/meːn/) 

“neck” maintains that /ɛ/ and /eː/ are separate phonemes, despite a shared allophone. 

/ʉ̟ː/ -    There are two to four possible allophones of the phoneme /ʉ̟ː/ in the speech of JP: [ʉ̟ː] 

and [ɛ͜ʉ̟ː], and possibly also the unfronted variants of these, [ʉː] and [ɛ͜ʉː]. In order to 

fully determine the latter two, better recordings are needed in order to be able to use 

the spectrograms of these two phones. Examples of [ʉ̟ː] and [ɛ͜ʉ̟ː] can be found in the 

word brukar, here meaning “seems”, which can be realized as both (II.97) [bʁʉ̟ːkaʁ] 

and (II.141) [bʁɛ͜ʉ̟ːkaʁ]. There are occurrences of alternation between [ʉ̟] and [ʉ̟ː] in 

the word kutti, which would suggest further allophones of the phoneme in question, 

but as vowel length otherwise always appears to be contrasting, I am hesitant to 

include [ʉ̟] as an allophone of /ʉ̟ː/. For /ʉ̟ː/ and /ɵ/, the near-minimal pair (I.14) ruv 

([ʁʉ̟ːv]) ”wolf” –  (II.22) rukk ([ʁʉk]) “tree” maintains that they are contrasting. 

/ɵ/ -     For the phoneme /ɵ/ there are between two and four possible realizations: [ɵ], [ʊ], and 

[ʉ] and [ʉ̟]. As with the allophones of /ʉ̟ː/ better recordings are needed for a finer 

phonetic analysis in order to be sure about the phones [ʉ] and [ʉ̟]. For now they will 

be counted as a single allophone [ʉ]. Although there are exceptions, it is possible that 

a fronted consonant conditions the realization of this allophone. The word butt, 

“many”, is always said with [ʉ] (II.65) ([bʉt]). The allophone [ʊ] occurs as the 

realization of /ɵ/ in three words, musch (/mɵɧ/) meaning “man”, manusch (/mɑːnɵɧ/) 

“human” and jujjo (/jɵjʊ/) “clean”. Jujjo appears two times in the data, once as (I.79) 

[jɵjʊ] and once as (II.61) [jʊjʊ]. Considering the frequency of the phoneme in musch 

and manusch being [ʊ] it is possible that the allophony instead is the other way 
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around, that [ɵ] in is an allophone of /ʊ/. This however seems less plausible since /ɵ/ 

is still more frequently realized as [ɵ] in the two words. The near minimal pair (II.58) 

lulloji ([lɵlʊjɪ]) “flower” – (II.167) lullo ([lʊlʊ)] “red” support this conclusion.  

/uː/ -    The phoneme /uː/ is always realized as either [uː], [e͜uː] or [o͜ʊː], with [o͜ʊː] and [uː]  

appearing only once in the data, the other times [e͜uː] is used. Since both [e͜uː] and 

[o͜ʊː] occur in the word dova (II.102) ([de͜uːva]; (II.8) [do͜ʊva]) they appear to be free 

allophones of /uː/. [uː] appears only in the word lovijarna (II.114) ([luːvjaɲa]) ”the 

money”. Between /uː/ and /ɔ/ there is the minimal pair por ([pe͜uːʁ]) “navel” – porr 

([pɔʁ]) “fjäder”. These forms were gathered at a later stage and are therefore not 

present in the appendices. 

/ɔ/ -     The allophones of /ɔ/ are [ɔ], [ʊ] and [ø], with [ɔ] being the most frequent realization. 

Just as with /uː/, all three variants can occur within the same word, which would 

appear to support the conclusion that they are not limited to a specific context and are 

therefore free allophones. The variation does however appear to be limited to the 

context of preceding /j/. It is therefore possible that the variation is not entirely free, 

but rather context based. The word in question where all three allophones can appear 

is dojj (/dɔj/) “there”, which is said in the recordings as both (I.6) [dɔj], (I.39) [dʊj], 

and (I.1) [døj]. [ɔ] and [ʊ] do also not unfrequently appear in other words immediately 

preceding /j/, which makes this a likely context for the allophones. 

/ʊ/ - As [ʊ] most commonly occurs word-finally, and as it also can occur as an allophone 

in the manner described above, it is possible that [ʊ] is not a phoneme at all, but rather 

only an allophone of /ɔ/ and /ɵ/. But as [ʊ] frequently occurs in other positions and as 

there are near-minimal pairs between [ʊ], [ɔ] and [ɵ] (I.10) ([hʊŋkaʁ]); (I.29) [dɵkaʁ]; 

(II.64) [dɔka]) I have considered it a phoneme instead. 

/ɑː/ -    The phoneme /ɑː/ is realized as either the monophthong [ɑː] or as the diphthong [ɑ͜uː]. 

The most common context that the diphthong allophone occurs in is as the segment 

preceding [ʁ], as in the word (II.27) baro ([bɑ͜uːʁʊ], meaning “big”. Since baro can 

also be said with the monophthong variant however, the two allophones do not appear 

to be in complementary distribution, but rather be free allophones, albeit where [ʁ] 

appears to increase the likelihood of the occurrence of [ɑ͜uː]. The diphthong can also 

be uttered in other phonetic contexts, as in the word (II.90) kalo-bukkro 
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([kɑ͜uːlʊbɵkʁʊ]. The minimal pair (II.84) parr ([paʁ]) “stomach” – and (II.31) paro 

([pɑːʁʊ]) “heavy” illustrate the phonemic contrast between /ɑː/ and /a/. 

 

Phoneme Allophones Examples of allophone(s) 

/i:/  [i:], [e͜iː] [ɕiː], [t͡ ɕe͜iː] 

/ɪ/ [ɪ], [i] [kʉ̟ːtɪ], [kʉ̟ti] 

/y:/ --- --- 

/ʏ/ --- --- 

/e:/ [e], [eː] [dreː], [dre] 

/ø/ --- --- 

/ɛ/ [ɜ], [e] [mɛ], [tɕɜj], [me] 

/a/ --- --- 

/ʉ̟ː/ [ʉ̟ː], [ɛ͜ʉ̟ː] [bʁʉ̟ːkaʁ], [bʁɛ͜ʉ̟ːkaʁ] 

/ɵ/ [ɵ], [ʊ], [ʉ] [mɵɧ], [mʊɧ], [bʉtː] 

/uː/ [e͜uː], [oʊː] [de͜uːva], [do͜ʊva] 

/ʊ/ --- --- 

/o:/ --- --- 

/ɔ/ [ɔ], [ʊ] [dadɔj], [dadʊj], [dadøj] 

/ɑː/ [ɑː], [ɑ͜uː] [bɑːʁʊ], [bɑ͜uːʁʊ] 

Table 5: The vowel phonemes and allophones of JP’s idiolect of Swedish Romani. 

 

5.2 Consonants 

The variety of Swedish Romani discussed in this study consists of 19 consonant phonemes, 

listed in table 3. Just as with the vowels there are few minimal pairs available in the data to 

fully confirm the potential phonemes’ phonemic status. The ones present in the data will be 

listed at each relevant section. 

 

  Bilabial Labiodental Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal 

Nasal m   n   ŋ     

Stop p b   t d   k g     

Fricative   f v  s ɕ ɧ ʁ h 

Affricate       t͡ ɕ       

Approximant      l j       

Table 6: The consonant phonemes of JP’s idiolect of Swedish Romani. 
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5.2.1 Nasals 

The nasal phonemes in Swedish Romani are /m/, /n/ and /ŋ/. /m/ can only be realized as [m]. 

/n/ is in most contexts uttered slightly further back than the Central Standard Swedish variant, 

i.e. as an alveolar nasal, rather than Standard Swedish dental nasal (Engstrand 2004: 167). 

The dental version of the phoneme is also present in the recordings, but seems to be 

considerably less frequent. The difference does not appear to be phonemic in any way. /n/ is 

in the context of following a vowel and preceding the velar stops /k/ and /g/, realized as a 

velar [ŋ], as can be seen in the word (II.106) dynkrar ([dʏŋkʁaʁ]), “thinks”. /ŋ/ should still be 

considered a different phoneme however since it occurs in other contexts, separate of the 

velar stops, which is the case in the words (II.107) langsto (/laŋstʊ/) “long” and (I.58) 

justring (/jɵstʁɪŋ/) “ring”. As with other European languages, /ŋ/ cannot appear word-

initially. Another allophone of /n/ is [ɲ], which appears to mostly occur in the definite marker 

-n.  

 

5.2.2 Fricatives 

The fricatives uttered in the recorded data are the labiodentals /f/ and /v/, /s/, [ɕ], /ɧ/, /ʁ/ and 

/h/. As is described by Granqvist (2002:68), /f/ is non-indigenous and is only present in 

loanwords. In the data these loanwords are of either Greek ((I.49) foro (/fuːʁʊ/) “city”), 

German ((I.58) taffla (/tafla/) “table”) or Swedish ((II.54) frukt (/fʁɵkt/) “frukt”). /ʁ/ can apart 

from [ʁ] also be realized as [ʀ] and [χ]. There are two instances, both in the same word, of /s/ 

being realized as [ɕ]: (II.174) masskaduno ([maɕkadʉːnʊ]) “middle”, and one instance of it 

being realized as [ɧ]: (I.23) vasst ([vaɧt]) “hand”. Due to the intertwined nature of the [ɕ] and 

/ɧ/, they require their own section and will be discussed below together with /t͡ ɕ/. 

 

5.2.3 /t͡ɕ/, /ɧ/ and /ɕ/ 

To determine exactly how the three phonemes /t͡ ɕ/, /ɧ/ and /ɕ/ work in Swedish Romani, 

further study is required. From the material used in the present study a number of conclusions 

can still be drawn. The affricate /t͡ ɕ/ has the realizations [t͡ ɕ] and [ɕ]. Word-initially [t͡ ɕ] and 

[ɕ] appear to be working as free allophones, with JP many times throughout the recordings in 

one of the three versions of the sentence producing the phoneme as [ɕ] and in another version 

of the same sentence producing the phoneme in the same word as [t͡ ɕ], which can be seen in 

the sentence (II.46) me dikkar je tchirrklo uppre rukken “I see a bird in the tree”, which is 
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uttered the first time with [ɕ] in tchirrklo “bird” and the two following times with [t͡ ɕ]: 1. [mɛ 

dɪkːaʁ je ɕɪʁkːlʊ pʁeː rɵkːɛn]; 2. [mɛ dɪkːaʁ je t͡ ɕɪʁkːlʊ ɵpʁeː rɵkːə]. Word-medially however, 

[t͡ ɕ] appears to be the only option for /t͡ ɕ/, as in (I.73) katcha ([kat͡ ɕa]), “to burn”. This makes 

it plausible to assume its status as a phoneme. The situation of [ɕ] and /ɧ/ is rather complex. 

There are two possible alternatives here. Either both /ɕ/ and /ɧ/ are phonemes or only /ɧ/ is a 

phoneme, with [ɕ] being an allophone of /t͡ ɕ/. I will go through and discuss both alternatives 

in the following paragraph.  

 

If both /ɕ/ and /ɧ/ where phonemic, the following would be the case. There are two 

occurrences of the phoneme being produced as [ɕ] despite being final in the word, both in the 

sentence (II.26) me dikkar pansch tchirrklar ([mɛ dɪkːaʁ panɕ ɕɪʁklaʁ]), “I see five birds”. 

This is probably a case of assimilation however, due to the proximity of [ɕ] in the following 

word. That the phone was in one version of this sentence uttered as [ɧ] supports this 

assumption as well. /ɧ/ is always realized as [ɧ], regardless of phonetic context. The word 

(I.9) schoscho ([ɧɔɧɔ]) “rabbit” exemplifies word-initial and word-medial occurrences and 

the word (II.7) musch ([mʊɧ]) “man” exemplifies word-final /ɧ/. While this idea, that both [ɕ] 

and /ɧ/ are phonemes, appears plausible when only looking at the language synchronically, 

considering the diachronic development of *ʃ would instead appear to support the conclusion 

that only /t͡ ɕ/ and /ɧ/ are phonemes. Four times out of five the reconstructed *ʃ in Monrad’s 

reconstruction of Proto-Northwest Romani is [ɧ] in the speech of JP, the other time [t͡ ɕ] is 

instead used. This indicates that *ʃ developed to [ɧ] and that [ɕ] is a more recent addition to 

Swedish Romani, and that it has developed from /t͡ ɕ/ as an allophone – not a phoneme. There 

are however two instances where *k is reflected by [ɕ], i.e. a diachronic change independent 

of /t͡ ɕ/ and /ɧ/. I have therefore decided to include it as a proper phoneme after all.  

 

5.2.4 Stops 

There are six stop phonemes in JP’s variety of Swedish Romani: /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/ and /g/. 

Unlike Finnish Romani (Granqvist 2002:64) and the variety of Swedish Romani described by 

Carling, this variety of Swedish Romani does not appear to make a phonemic distinction 

between aspirated and unaspirated stops. As has been the case with the other phonemes and 

allophones described in this section, better recordings to allow the use of spectrograms are 

needed to be certain of the role of aspiration in JP’s speech. From listening to the recorded 
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material /t/ and /k/ appear to be in complementary distribution in a similar manner as in 

Central Standard Swedish. Aspirated initially and unaspirated medially and finally 

(Engstrand 2004:128). As well as being initially aspirated, /p/ does appear to sometimes be 

unaspirated in an initial position as well as medially and finally. In the sentence (I.11) me 

pattcha je gurrni aschar passa barren “I think a cow is beside the stone”, pattcha “think” 

appears to be said with an unaspirated /p/ while passa “next to” is said with an aspirated /p/: 

[mɛ pat͡ ɕa je gɵʁːni aɧːaʁ pʰasa baʁn]. Due to pattcha and passa being near minimal pairs, the 

difference in aspiration could be phonemic, but without the use of spectrograms this is 

difficult to fully determine. I have because of this opted to not consider both [p] and [pʰ] as 

phonemes but rather as one phoneme with two possible realizations.  

 

6. Comparison with proto forms 

In this section I will compare the reconstructed forms of Proto-Northwestern Romani from 

Monrad (2012) with the cognates of Swedish Romani in appendix I. Any reconstructed forms 

and their cognates mentioned here will be listed together with number in appendix I in a 

similar manner as in section 5. Any forms of Finnish, Sinti or European Romani mentioned 

here can be found in Monrad (2012: 82-84). There are seven reconstructed segments that do 

not show any change in their modern Swedish Romani reflex and will therefore not be 

discussed in the section below. These unchanged reconstructed segments are *l, *m, *d, *j, 

*g, *f and *b.  

 

6.1 Vowels 

*a –     Out of the 89 reconstructed words used in the comparison, 49 of these contain *a. As 

can be seen in table 4 /a/ is by a large margin the most common reflex with 35 

occurrences, followed by /ɑː/ with 14 occurrences. Due to the difference in quantity 

between /a/ and /ɑː/, vowel length would at a first glance appear to have been the 

reason to whether *a is reflected by /a/ or /ɑː/, but since the reconstruction does not 

cover vowel length, it is not entirely possible to see this from the proto forms only. 

When considering the same cognates in Finnish Romani and Sinti Romani however, 

vowel length seems to be the more probable reason for *a to be reflected by /a/ or /ɑː/: 

in all 14 cases where the reflex is /ɑː/, the corresponding phoneme in either both or at 
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least one of the varieties has been either long (/aː/) or a diphthong (/au/). While there 

are more exceptions the other way around, the overarching pattern of matching vowel 

length across the varieties holds true.   

 

 In the cognates of words containing *a, there is also a case of apheresis in the form 

(I.85) *ame, SR menn (/mɛn/) “we”, where the corresponding /a/ segment has been 

deleted:  This process has also happened in one Sinti variety and one Finnish Romani 

variety. The reason to why this change has taken place is not clear according to 

Monrad (2012: 27). Syllable reduction is however common in Sinti in words 

experiencing shift in stress (Matras 2002: 60). If this same process is the reason for 

the syllable deletion in JP’s speech is unclear from this one example. The last reflex 

of *a is [ɜ], which, as I covered in section 6.1.1, I have considered as an allophone of 

/ɛ/ rather than /a/. As also mentioned in section 6.1.1, the phoneme is realized as [ɜ] 

due to the proximity of /j/.  

 

Reflex N 

/a/ 33 

/ɑː/ 14 

∅ 1 

[ɜ] 2 

Table 7: Reflexes of *a and their frequency in the recorded data. 

 

*u –     Out of the available data sample, *u is in JP’s variety of Swedish Romani reflected by 

five phonemes. Due to the small number of reconstructed words containing *u it is 

difficult to exactly determine the patterns of change *u has gone through in order for 

the different reflexes of the segment to develop. For example, /ʏ/ is the reflex in two 

words: (I.7) *ʤukl-, SR jykklo (/jʏklʊ/) “dog”; and (I.71) *ʧuv, SR tchyvvra 

(/t͡ ɕʏvʁa/) “put/throw”. From only these two words I am unable to determine any clear 

reasons to the change of *u to /ʏ/. Two other reconstructed forms, *ruv and *phuv, 

have despite their phonetic similarity with *ʧuv not gone through this change. In the 

modern Finnish Romani varieties present in the RMS-database these three words have 

all developed similarly, as the segment instead has changed to /uː/. It is possible that 

the reason for the change of *u to /ʏ/ in *ʧuv in Swedish Romani, can be explained 
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the vowel’s proximity to the front consonants /t͡ ɕ/ and/or /v/. This in combination with 

a shortening of the vowel, could have caused the segment to be fronted. This 

explanation does not work for jykklo though as the vowel here is followed by a velar 

consonant. Another factor to consider it the number of syllables in the words as both 

jykklo and tchyvvra are two-syllable words. While this might not necessarily be the 

reason for the sound change, it does fit in with the pattern of being multi-syllabic that 

the other words containing /ʏ/ in the recorded data also show. As mentioned earlier, 

more data appears to be needed to fully understand the change of *u to /ʏ/. This also 

applies for the reflexes /ɔ/ and /ʊ/, as they are only present in one cognate each. It 

should be noted though that as [ʊ] can also be an allophone of /ɔ/, it seems likely that 

the reflexes are the same phoneme. Especially as both sounds occur in the context of 

preceding /j/, which after all is the context in which the /ɔ/-variation seems to occur 

in: (I.17) *muj, SR moj ([mɔj]) “mouth”; (I.41) *luluʤ-, SR lulloji ([lɵlːʊjɪ]) 

“flower”.  

 

 The distribution of /ɵ/ and /ʉ̟ː/ indicates a pattern of change similar to that of /ɑː/ and 

/a/ as in every case except one the length of the vowel in the cognates is the same in 

Finnish Romani and Sinti Romani as well. The reflex is however long in the FR and 

Sinti cognates of *ʧuv and short in the SR cognate, which breaks this pattern. But 

since the length of the reflexes of *u in all three varieties is the same otherwise, it 

would still seem reasonable to assume that the development of the length distinction 

of these reflexes of *u is because of the same processes that lead to the length 

distinction of the reflexes of *a. 

 

Reflex N 

/ʏ/ 2 

/ɵ/ 7 

/ʉ̟ː/ 5 

/ɔ/ 2 

Table 8: Reflexes of *u and their frequency in the recorded data. 

 

*i –      The reflexes of *i are uniformly the phonemes /iː/ and /ɪ/. As with *a and *u, the 

development of *i appears to also have followed the same patterns as Finnish Romani 
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and Sinti Romani regarding vowel length. But, as with *a and *u there are also 

exceptions to this pattern. For instance, the *i segment in *avri is short in all Finnish 

Romani and Sinti varieties while it is long in Swedish Romani. This is a possible 

change due to contact with Swedish, where the vowel in stressed open syllables 

generally is always long (Schaeffler 2005: 7-8).  

 

Reflex N 

/iː/ 5 

/ɪ/ 14 

Table 9: Reflexes of *i and their frequency in the recorded data. 

 

*e –     As with the other vowels discussed above, the reflexes of *e in JP’s Swedish Romani 

for the most part follows the length patterns displayed by Finnish Romani and Sinti. A 

partial exception is (I.74) *ker-, SR kerra (/kɛʁːa/) “do”, in which the reflex is short in 

Swedish Romani and long in all Finnish Romani varieties, but long in Sinti. Another 

thing of note regarding the reflexes of *e is that it has in two cognates changed to /a/, 

a development not present in the two other Northwestern varieties. The two cognates 

in which this change has occurred are rather similar phonetically: (I.12) *kerm-, SR 

scharmo (/ɕaʁmʊ/) “worm”, (I.27) *kerl-, SR karlo (/kaʁlʊ/) “throat”. The reason for 

this particular change would appear to be the phonetic context of following *k and 

preceding *r, since this is the case in both forms. This begs the question however as to 

why this same development has not occurred in *ker, as the context is the same there. 

Although it is out of the scope of this study, there does appear to be some prosodic 

differences between kerra and the two other words, which could explain for the 

different reflexes.  

 

Reflex N 

/a/ 2 

/eː/ 2 

/ɛ/ 5 

Table 10: Reflexes of *e and their frequency in the recorded data. 
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*o –    With the exception of one cognate, word-final *o has developed to /ʊ/ and none-final 

*o has developed to /ɔ/. The cognate providing the exception of this pattern is (I.49) 

*for-, SR for-o (/fuːʁʊ/) “town”. Since this is also the only reflex where the segment 

is long, it seems reasonable to assume that in JP’s Swedish Romani, /uː/ stems from 

situations where *o is long and /ʊ/, and that /ɔ/ stems from situations where *o is 

short. As with *e, the quantity of the reflexes of *o are the same across the three 

Northwestern varieties except for one cognate, (I.31) *ʧon, SR tchon (/t͡ ɕɔn/) “moon”, 

which is short in Swedish Romani and Sinti, and long in Finnish Romani. 

 

Reflex N 

/ʊ/ 4 

/ɔ/ 6 

/uː/ 1 

Table 11: Reflexes of *o and their frequency in the recorded data. 

 

6.2 Consonants 

*ʧ -      As was the case with the phonemes, the reflexes of *ʧ, *ʃ, *ʦ are rather intertwined in 

JP’s variety of Swedish Romani. The most common reflex of *ʧ is [t͡ ɕ], which can 

appear both initially and medially. There are no instances of it appearing in a final 

position, neither in the cognates of the reconstructed words, or in the other data set 

(appendix II). *ʧ is in two cases also corresponded by [ɕ]. The segment was in one of 

these two words also said as [t͡ ɕ], which is consistent with the allophonic variation of 

the phones described in section 6.2.3. In one cognate the reflex is [tɧ]: (I.77) *aʧ-, SR 

hatcha ([hatɧa]) “to stay”. It is possible that this is due to a re-analyzation of the 

original segment from t͡ ɕ to [t + ɕ], after which [ɕ] became [ɧ] due to its medial 

position, as described in section 5.2. The shift would therefore have taken place in the 

following manner: [hat͡ ɕa] > [hatɕa] > [hatɧa].  

 

*ʃ  -     The reflexes of *ʃ are in every case except one [ɧ]. The exception to this is [t͡ ɕ], which  

appears in an initial position in its cognate: (I.42) *ʃax, SR tchakk ([t͡ ɕak]), “cabbage”. 

The reflex [ɧ] appears both initially and medially. As has the case many times before, 

it is difficult to draw clear conclusions from the small amount of data available. Fact 
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is though, that *ʃax is the only reconstructed word where *ʃ is both initial and 

followed by *a, which could mean that this environment - initial position, preceding 

/a/ -  is the cause for this particular change. From just this one example however, it is 

not be possible to be sure of this change.  

 

*ʦ  -    There are four reconstructed words containing *ʦ. For these four forms the modern 

Swedish Romani cognates indicate three different reflexes: [t͡ ɕ], [s] and [ɕ]. [t͡ ɕ] is the 

reflex in two cognates (I.68) *paʦ-, SR pattcha “to belive” and (I.73) *xaʦ-, SR 

kattcha ([kat͡ ɕa]) “to burn”. [s] is the reflex in the cognate (I.8) *maʦk-, SR masskra 

([maskʁa]) “cat” and [ɕ] is the reflex in (I.57) *ʦoxa, SR tchokka ([ɕɔka]) “skirt”. As 

described earlier, there is widespread allophonic variation between [t͡ ɕ] and [ɕ]. The 

difference between the reflexes in pattcha/kattcha and tchokka might therefore be an 

example of this variation, and does not necessarily mean that *ʦ developed into two 

different phonemes, but that this change is more recent. The reason for the 

development of the reflex in masskra to [s] is possibly the following consonant 

cluster. Throughout the recorded data there are no instances of neither [t͡ ɕ] or [ɕ] 

immediately preceding a consonant cluster. These examples would therefore indicate 

that the modern Swedish Romani reflex of *ʦ is /s/ in the presence of a consonant 

cluster and /t͡ ɕ/ in other circumstances. Of course, as so many other times throughout 

this study, more examples are needed to confirm these hypotheses.  

 

Form Reflex N Total 

 

*ʧ 

 

[t͡ ɕ] 4  

6 [ɕ] 1 

[tɧ] 1 

*ʃ [t͡ ɕ] 1 6 

[ɧ] 5 

*ʦ [t͡ ɕ] 3 4 

[s] 1 

Table 12: Reflexes of *ʧ, *ʃ and *ʦ and their frequency in the recorded data 
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*ʤ -    There are seven reconstructed forms containing *ʤ. I have chosen not to count two of 

these forms though since I am not sure that they show reflexes of *ʤ. The first of 

these forms is (I.59) *smiriʤ, SR mirrikla (/mɪʁɪkla/) “bead”. While this does appear 

to be a cognate, -ikla is probably morphological (cf. Matras 2002: 75) and is therefore 

not suitable for a phonological comparison. The second one (I.61) *ʤint- “mind”, is 

most likely a different lexeme than the form said by JP: jan- (/jɑn-/). Out of the five 

forms suitable for comparison four show uniform *ʤ > /j/ in JP’s Swedish Romani, as 

table 9 demonstrates. In one case, *ʤi, SR si (/siː/) ”heart” the reflex is instead /s/. In 

Finnish Romani this change has not been as consistent, as the reflexes of *ʤ vary 

between [ʤ], [j], [ʦ], [ʧ] and [dj], with no clear pattern to the variation. Sinti Romani 

however shows [ʤ] across all cognates except for one case where the reflex instead is 

[z].  

 

Reflex N 

/j/ 4 

/s/ 1 

Table 13: Reflexes of *ʤ and their frequency in the recorded data. 

 

*x –     As with *ʤ, the reflexes of *x are uniform, with all cognates of the five reconstructed 

forms indicating [k] as the reflex, while they in Finnish Romani are either [x] or [h] 

depending on variety and phonetic context, and in Sinti [x] all through.  

 

Reflex N 

/k/ 5 

Table 14: Reflexes of *x and their frequency in the recorded data. 

 

*k –     The 22 reconstructed forms with *k are corresponded in 18 cases by the unchanged 

/k/ in Swedish Romani. There are three cases where the reflex has gone through 

lenition and instead is [ɕ]. In all three cognates the segment appears initially, followed 

by either /i/ or /a/. This same development of lenition is shared by Finnish Romani as 

either [s], [t͡ ʃ] or [t͡ s]. This type of change is more common in Finnish Romani, 

however, where it has happened in all cases where the segment appears word-initially 
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and is followed by /i/ or /e/ in Proto-Northwestern Romani. In the recorded data there 

are three cases where *k is found in these conditions and is reflected by /k/ in Swedish 

Romani. As indicated by table 10 there is also one case where the reflex of *k is /g/: 

(I.28) *jak, SR jagg (/jag/) “fire”. This feature is not shared by neither Finnish 

Romani nor Sinti, where the segment is unvoiced in all varieties, which would mean 

that the reflex in this cognate has changed in Swedish Romani while it has remained 

unchanged in the other two varieties, but due to the fact that European Romani has the 

cognate as jag, it would appear more probable that it in fact is Finnish Romani and 

Sinti Romani which has changed while Swedish Romani has not, meaning that the 

reconstruction is wrong and that the Proto-Northwestern Romani cognate in fact 

should be *jag.   

 

Reflex N 

/k/ 18 

[ɕ] 3 

/g/ 1 

Table 15: Reflexes of *k and their frequency in the recorded data. 

 

*t, *th – Apart from one instance where the reflex is /d/, both *t and *th are reflected by /t/.    

See section 5.2.4. regarding aspirated and unaspirated plosives. The one instance of 

change of *t, can be found in (I.52) *vutar, SR budar (/bʉ̟ːdaʁ/) “door”. Why Monrad     

chose to reconstruct this word as *vutar is unclear, since the segment is /d/ in not     

only Swedish Romani, but also in three varieties of Finnish Romani, in Sinti and in    

European Romani, and especially since devoicing appears to be common in Finnish    

Romani (Monrad 2012: 47-48). Considering all this it would appear more likely the    

*t-segment in *vutar was actually *d, which would mean that the segment is        

unchanged in JP’s Swedish Romani.  

 

Reflex  N 

/t/ 7  

/d/ 1  

Table 16: Reflexes of *t and *th and their frequency in the recorded data. 
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*p, *ph – As with *t and *th, all Swedish Romani reflexes of *p and *ph are /p/ (see section 

5.2.4. regarding aspiration) apart from one instance of voicing, instead showing /b/: 

(I.26) *ʧip, SR tchibb (/ɕɪb/) “tongue”. The European Romani version of segment is 

also /b/ (Monrad 2012: 82), which would mean that the segment became devoiced in 

Proto-Northwestern Romani, and later once again voiced in Swedish Romani. Of      

course, there is also the possibility that the reconstruction is incorrect. Both varieties 

of Finnish Romani and Sinti have /p/ as the reflex, however, which would make the 

case of incorrect reconstruction less likely than for *vutar above, but as devoicing is 

common in at least Finnish Romani, it would appear likely that it is once again an 

incorrect reconstruction. 

 

Reflex N 

/p/ 11 

/b/ 1 

Table 17: Reflexes of *p and *ph and their frequency in the recorded data. 

 

*v –     In 14 of the 17 reconstructed forms with *v, the reflex is /v/. There are at least two 

cases where the segment has been deleted: (I.82) *vavro, SR varo ([vɑ͜uːʁʊ]) “other” 

and (I.32) *phuv, SR pu (/pʉ̟ː/) “earth”. The deletion in varo has also happened in 

Finnish Romani, where the form is vauro. In Finnish Romani this process has 

occurred in words where *v appears in a syllable-coda, where it then has changed to 

[u], i.e. also in words where Swedish Romani has kept its original form, as in (I.48) 

*gav (SR: gav, FR: gau) “village” and (I.53) *lav (SR: lav, FR: lau) “word”. The fact 

that this change has only occurred in varo and not in more cognates where it has 

happened in Finnish Romani could indicate that the deletion only occurs in the 

context of /ʁ/ in Swedish Romani. Why *v has been deleted in pu is not clear, as the 

segment occurs in the same phonetic context as (I.14) *ruv, SR ruv (/ʁʉ̟ːv/) “wolf” 

and as it has been deleted in certain varieties of Finnish Romani (Monrad 2012: 82). I 

am not sure if (I.63) *ʤiv-, SR jiddra (/jɪdʁa/) “to live” is a case of deletion of *v or 

change of *v > /d/. Due to the fact that -dra occurs in several other verbs in the 

recorded data it is also possible that this is morphological rather than phonological. I 

have therefore opted to see this as *v > ∅ rather than *v > /d/. There is also one 

instance of *v > /b/: (I.52) *vudar, SR budar (/bʉ̟ːdaʁ/) “door”.  
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Reflex N 

/v/ 14 

∅ 3 

/b/ 1 

Table 18: Reflexes of *v and their frequency in the recorded data. 

 

*s –     There are four reflexes of *s in the reconstructed forms, with /s/ being the most 

common. There is one occurrence of /ɧ/, in (I.23) *vast, SR vast ([vaɧt]) “hand”. 

There is also one instance of deletion, in *smiriʤ, SR mirrikla (/mɪʁɪkla/) “bead”, and 

one instance where the reflex is /j/, in (I.79) *juso, SR jujjo (/jɵjːʊ/) “clean” – a 

development not shared by Finnish Romani. The European Romani form is uʤo 

however, which does conform to the development of *ʤ to /j/. This is therefore 

possibly also an incorrect reconstruction.  

 

Reflex N 

/s/ 6 

/ɧ/ 1 

∅ 1 

/j/ 1 

Table 19: Reflexes of *s and their frequency in the recorded data. 

 

*∅ –    There is one instance of prothesis among the cognates: (I.77) *aʧ-, SR hatcha (/hatɧa/) 

“to stay”. Since this is the only occurrence of prothesis, I will not attempt to explain it     

here. 

 

Reflex N 

/h/ 1 

Table 20: Reflexes of *∅ and their frequency in the recorded data. 

 

*r –     In JP’s variety of Swedish Romani *r is (except for one cognate) corresponded by the 

uvular /ʁ/ (see section 5.2.2), which seems plausible to assume is due to influence 

from JP’s native Swedish dialect, Skåne Swedish, where [ʁ] is the realization of /r/. 
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The sole exception can be found in (I.21) *morʧ-, SR mottin (/mot͡ ɕin/) “hide”, where 

the segment has been deleted in JP’s speech.  

 

Reflex N 

/ʁ/ 21 

∅ 1 

Table 21: Reflexes of *r and their frequency in the recorded data. 

 

*n –     Apart from one case the cognates containing *n are reflected by /n/. The other one 

being a final velar nasal in (I.58) *aŋ(g)rustin, SR justring (/jɵsːtʁɪŋ/) “ring”, a change 

not shared by Finnish Romani or Sinti where the reflex instead is ∅ or /n/. It is 

possible that the reason for the final velar nasal in JP’s speech is because of contact 

with Swedish, where -ing is a common nominal morpheme (cf. Lundquist 2008: 55-

82).  

 

Reflex N 

/n/ 15 

/ŋ/ 1 

Table 22: Reflexes of *n and their frequency in the recorded data. 

 

7. Discussion 

7.1 Discussion of the vowels 

As can be seen throughout section 6, the phonology of the Romani spoken by JP differs in 

many ways from the sound system of Proto-Northwestern Romani, as well as that of Finnish 

Romani and Sinti Romani. Regarding the vowel system, Swedish Romani has retained all 

vowels inherited from Proto-Northwestern Romani, and also gained ten addition vowel 

phonemes, as well as several allophones. The three vowel phonemes that did not appear 

among the vowel reflexes, /yː/, /oː/ and /ø/, are as mentioned quite rare. It is therefore not 

strange that they did not occur in this data sample. 
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As table 23 illustrates, certain restructuring of the vowel system has occurred as well, as /uː/ 

does not occur as a reflex of *u as might be expected, but rather as a reflex of *o. This is 

particularly peculiar as /oː/ is a phoneme in Swedish Romani. A possible reason for this 

development can be the addition of the central rounded vowel pair of /ɵ/ and /ʉ̟ː/. As they 

phonetically are closest to *u out of the five proto vowels, they became the reflex of *u. This 

caused a chain shift which pushed the vowel pair of /ʊ/ and /uː/ to fill the gap of *o instead. 

Of course, this does not explain why /ɔ/ in two cases reflects *u. The reason for this must 

instead be a separate development. The same goes for the reflection *e as /a/, which, as 

mentioned in the comparison, is the context of /k/ and /j/, as well as prosody. 

 

Proto-Northwestern Romani vowel Corresponding Swedish Romani vowel 

*a /a/, /ɑː/, ∅ 

*u /ʏ/, /ɵ/, /ʉ̟ː/, /ɔ/ 

*i /iː/, /ɪ/ 

*e /a/, /eː/, /ɛ/ 

*o /ɔ/, /ʊ/, /uː/ 

Table 23: The Proto-Northwestern Romani vowels and their Swedish Romani reflexes. 

 

As described in the vowel comparisons in section 6.1, the vowels of, especially Swedish 

Romani and Finnish Romani but also to a certain extent, Sinti Romani, have a similar 

distribution of vowel quantity. While this seems to point at the conclusion that Proto-

Northwestern Romani distinguished vowel length, it is also possible that they are later 

parallel developments. Matras (2002: 59-60) for instance, believes that vowel length in 

Romani generally is due to areal contact, rather than being an inherited feature. This would 

apply for Northwestern varieties as well as the vowel length in both Sinti and Finnish Romani 

is supposedly due to contact with Central European Languages, which triggered the 

development of length. There is no causation between stress and length in Romani. Any 

correlation between the two features, such as the one in Sinti and Finnish Romani, has instead 

appeared at a later stage, due to independent shift in stress patterns. This would therefore also 

be the case in Swedish Romani as well, where the distribution of vowel quantity is the same 

as in Standard Swedish, where stress and vowel length coincides.  
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While the ten additional vowel phonemes of Swedish Romani are all also present in Swedish, 

it is not necessarily the case that they all have entered Swedish Romani through contact with 

Swedish. Valtonen (1968, cited in Granqvist, 2002: 64) believes that /y/ and /œ/ entered 

Finnish Romani through contact with Hungarian. As Finnish Romani and Swedish Romani 

was still the same variety when they would have been in the same territory as Hungarian, it 

seems reasonable to believe that this is also the case for Swedish Romani. Contact with 

Swedish could however explain why the phonemes have been retained in SR, as Swedish 

after all also has got /y/ and /œ/, or /ø/ as the segment is in Skåne Swedish. Since Swedish 

Romani has been in intense contact with Swedish for a long period of time, and since all 

other eight phonemes are also in the Swedish vowel inventory, and as the vowel quantity-

quality distribution of Swedish applies for these vowels as well, these eight phonemes and 

their allophones most likely entered Swedish Romani through contact with Swedish. To 

summarize: The phonemes /ɑː/, /ɪ/, /ʏ/, /ʉ̟ː/, /ɵ/, /ʊ/, /ɛ/, /ɔ/ along with the other two processes 

described above are most likely changes that have occurred due to contact with Swedish.  

 

7.2 Discussion of the consonants 

As can be seen in table 24, Swedish Romani has lost three consonants and gained two, 

leaving the complete consonant inventory of Swedish Romani at one consonant less than its 

predecessor. The two gained consonants are /h/ and /ɧ/. The three consonants that have been 

lost are *ʤ, *ʦ and *x. In all of these three cases the SR reflex is a phonetically close 

consonant phoneme already present in the Proto-Northwestern Romani consonant inventory. 

As was mentioned in the comparisons, there appears to be four cases where Monrad’s 

reconstruction was incorrect. The reconstructions which would indicate the occasional 

changes of *p > /b/, *t > /d/, *s > /j/ and *k > /g/ are, for the reasons mentioned at each 

comparison, most likely not correct when considering their Swedish Romani cognate together 

with FR, Sinti and European Romani. These are therefore not included in the table below. 

Following the comparisons with the reconstructions it is also possible to finally conclude the 

complex case of /t͡ ɕ/, /ɧ/ and /ɕ/. All three segments are phonemes in Swedish Romani. /t͡ ɕ/ 

developed from *ʦ, *ʃ and *ʧ. /ɕ/ developed from *k, and is also commonly the realized 

version of /t͡ ɕ/. /ɧ/ developed from *ʃ, and can also appear as a realization of /s/ and /t͡ ɕ/ 

(though the process described at the comparison of *ʧ).  
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Almost all of the changes that have occurred in the consonant inventory of Swedish Romani 

can be explained as contact effects with Swedish. For example, there are no affricates in 

Swedish, which explains the lenition of *ʤ to /j/ and of *ʦ to /s/. The unvoiced affricate /t͡ ɕ/ 

has remained in Swedish Romani, but is frequently substituted with [ɕ] instead. Swedish does 

not have the velar fricative *x, which most likely caused its change to /k/. Similarly, Swedish 

does have /ɧ/ and /h/, which can explain their addition to Swedish Romani. Uvular rhotics is a 

feature of Skåne Swedish.  

 

Proto-Northwestern Romani consonant Corresponding Swedish Romani consonant 

*p /p/ 

*b /b/ 

*m /m/ 

*v /v/, /b/, ∅ 

*f /f/ 

*t /t/ 

*d /d/ 

*s /s/, [ɧ], ∅ 

*ʦ /t͡ ɕ/, /s/ 

*ʃ /t͡ ɕ/, /ɧ/ 

*ʧ  /t͡ ɕ/, [ɕ], [tɧ] 

*n /n/, /ŋ/ 

*r /ʁ/, ∅ 

*l /l/ 

*ʤ /j/ 

*k /k/, /ɕ/ 

*g /g/ 

*x /k/ 

*∅ /h/ 

Table 24: The Proto-Northwestern Romani consonants and their Swedish Romani reflexes. 

 

7.3 Discussion of possible contact scenarios 

Out of the three types of phonological borrowing contact scenarios described in section 3.2, I 

would say that Swedish Romani, as spoken by JP, fits best in to the third type. The speech 

community of Swedish Romani has for a long period of time been in intense contact with the 

speakers of Swedish, and have as a marginalized and discriminated group suffered very 

heavy cultural and social pressure from the majority language community. This has caused 
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the typology language’s phonology to completely change. For instance, the previously 

average vowel inventory (Maddieson, 2013) of five segments has been enlarged to a cross-

linguistically large vowel inventory of 15 segments of which several are typologically 

marked (/yː/, /ʏ/, /ø/, /ʉ̟ː/, /ɵ/ all occur in less than 3 % of the languages in the PHOIBLE 

database (Moran & McCloy, 2019)). Likewise the typologically marked consonant /ɧ/ 

(occurring only in Swedish (Moran & McCloy, 2019)) has been added to the SR consonant 

inventory. 

 

There is of course also the possibility that the contact scenario visible here in fact is a case of 

language shift where the speakers have shifted to speaking the majority language, but due to 

social reasons have maintained large parts of the inherited vocabulary, the scenario both 

Bakker (2020) and Matras (2015) deem most likely for the origin of Swedish Romani. Based 

solely on phonology this does certainly appear to be a possible scenario as well as the 

phonology described in this thesis is, with the exception of /t͡ ɕ/, the same as the Swedish 

phonology4. In order to be able to completely determine the exact origin of Swedish Romani, 

the entirety of the SR structure would need to be examined, not only the (segmental) 

phonology. A much larger sociolinguistic study would also be necessary, something which 

was the scope of this study. 

 

8. Conclusion 

In this thesis I have gathered data of spoken Swedish Romani from two recording sessions 

with the native speaker Jon Pettersson. This data material consisted of Swedish sentences, 

constructed around words from the 207-word Swadesh list and from Northwestern Romani 

cognates, that JP repeated in Swedish Romani. Based on this data I described the phonology 

of JP’s Swedish Romani and then compared it with the phonology of Proto-Northwestern 

Romani. From these comparisons I found that SR phonology on a segmental level has been 

affected in many ways through contact with other languages. Two vowel phonemes /yː/ and 

/ø/ most likely entered SR through contact with Hungarian, before its entry to Sweden. Eight  

other vowel phonemes and three consonant phonemes, as well as extensive allophonic 

 
4 Any differences between SR phonology and Standard Swedish phonology could most likely be explained as 

Skåne Swedish phonological features. 
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variation and other suprasegmental features have been added to Swedish Romani after its 

split from the other Northwestern Romani varieties. All of these features most likely Swedish 

Romani from Swedish. These contact interference patterns fit well with both the contact 

scenario of borrowing and with the contact scenario of language shift. Future studies with 

much more data are needed however in order to fully determine both the phonology of 

Swedish Romani and the phonological contact effects therein. 
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Appendix I – Cognate dataset 

The following table contains the reconstructed Proto-Northwestern Romani forms (column 3), their Swedish Romani cognate (column 4), the English translations of the sentences read to the 

informant (column 5) and the transcriptions of the Swedish Romani translation of the sentences (column 6). 

 

 English Proto form Cognate Sentence Transcription 

1.  Friend *mal Mal I see my friend over there. [mɛ dikaʁ mɪ mɑːl dadʊj]; [mɛ dikaʁ mɪ mɑːl dadøj] 

2.  Father *dad Dad The child’s father sings. [nʏkɛskʁʊ dɑːd gɛjaʁ] 

3.  Boy *ʧavo Tchavo A boy stands by the tree. [je tɕɑ͜uːvʊ ste͜ʁ pasa ʁɵkɛn]; [je tɕɑ͜uːvʊ ste͜ʁ pasa ʁɵka] 

4.  Girl *ʧaj Tchej A girl stands beside the tree. [je tɕɜj ste͜ʁ pasa ʁɵkɛn]; [je tɕɜj ste͜ʁ pasa ʁɵkɘ]; [je tɕɜj ste͜ʁ pasa ʁɵk] 

5.  Woman *ʤu- Juvvli A woman sits at the table. [je jʉ̟ːvlɪ beɧaʁ pasa taflan] 

6.  Horse *graj Grej I see a horse over there. [mɛ dikaʁ je gʁɜj dadɔj] 

7.  Dog *ʤukl- Jykklo The man’s dog is big. [gɑːʁʊnːs jʏklʊ aɧaʁ bɑːʁʊ] 

8.  Cat *maʦk- Masskra I see a small cat over there. [mɛ dikaʁ je kʉ̟ti maskʁa dadɔj]; [mɛ dikaʁ je kʉ̟ːtɪ maskʁa dadɔj]; 

9.  Rabbit *ʃoʃ- Schoscho I see a rabbit with large ears. [mɛ dikaʁ je ɧɔɧɔ me bɑ͜uːʁɛ kanɪja]; 

10.  
Hen *kax 

Kakkni 
I think a hen is inside the house. 

[mɛ pat͡ ɕaʁ je kakni hʊŋkaʁ dʁiː keːʁn]; [mɛ pat͡ ɕaʁ je kakni aɧːaʁ dʁiː keːn]; [mɛ pat͡ ɕaʁ je kakni aɧːaʁ dʁiː 

keːʁɛn] 

11.  Cow *gur- Gurrni I think a cow is beside the stone. [mɛ pat͡ ɕaʁ je gɵʁni aɧaʁ pasa baʁn] 

12.  Worm *kerm- Schärrmo A large worm is on the road. [je bɑːʁʊ ɕaʁmʊ aɧaʁ pʁeː dʁɔm] 

13.  Pig *bal- Balo I think there is a pig over there. [mɛ pat͡ ɕaʁ te aɧaʁ je bɑ͜uːlʊ dadɔj]; [mɛ pat͡ ɕaʁ de aɧːaʁ je bɑ͜uːlʊ dadɔj] 
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14.  Wolf *ruv Ruv I see a wolf in the forest. [mɛ dikaʁ je ʁʉ̟ːv dʁe vɛɧɛ] 

15.  Sheep *bakr- Bakkro I see a sheep with four legs. [mɛ dikaʁ je bakrʊ me staʁ piʁɛ];  

16.  
Neck *men 

Men 

A human has got a neck on the 

body. [je mɑːnʊɧ kamaʁ je meːn pʁe tʁɵpʊ] 

17.  Mouth *muj Mujj One uses a mouth to speak. [je bʁɛ͜ʉ̟ːkaʁ je mɔj tɪ ʁakla] 

18.  Ear *kan Kann What a big ear you’ve got. [ɕakɵ bɑːʁʊ kan dʉ̟ː kamaʁ] 

19.  Hair *bal Bal One has got hair on the head. [je kamaʁ bɑːl pʁe ɧeːvʊ] 

20.  Fur *post- Postin The dog’s fur is thick. [jʏkleskʁʊ pɔstɪn aɧaʁ gʏstʊ] 

21.  Hide *morʧ- Mortchin The pig’s skin is pink. [bɑ:lɛskʁʊ mɔt͡ ɕin aɧaʁ paʁnɛlʊlʊ]; [bɑ:lɛskʁʊ mɔt͡ ɕin aɧaʁ ʁoːsa] 

22.  Arm *mus- Mussi My arm is long. [mɪ mɵsɪ aɧaʁ laŋstʊ]; [mɪ mʉsɪ aɧaʁ laŋstʊ] 

23.  Hand *vast Vasst The man’s hand big.  [ʁakleskʁʊ vast aɧaʁ bɑːʁʊ]; [ʁakleskʁʊ vaɧt aɧaʁ bɑːʁʊ] 

24.  Fingernail *naj Najj Your fingernail is long. [dɪn naj aɧaʁ laŋstʊ] 

25.  Leg *pir- Piro The horse’s leg is long. [gʁɛjɛskʁɛ piːʁʊ aɧaʁ laŋstʊ] 

26.  Tongue *ʧip Tchibb His tongue is long. [lɛskʁʊ ɕɪb aɧaʁ laŋstʊ] 

27.  
Throat *kerl- 

Karrlo 

A human’s throat is below the 

head. [je manʊɧɛskʁʊ kaʁlʊ aɧaʁ tɛlan ɧeːvʊt/; 

28.  Eye *jak Jakk Lit. The cat’s one eye is yellow. [maskʁɛkʊ jak aɧaʁ jɪltʊ]; [maskʁakʊ jak aɧaʁ jɪltʊ] 

29.  Heart *ʤi Si Mitt hjärta gör ont. [mɪ siː dɵkaʁ] 

30.  Day *dives Dives En dag ska det bli soligt. [je diːvɛs aɧaʁ tɪ ɑːva kamanʊt] 

31.  Moon *ʧon Tchonn I sometimes watch a moon. [mɛ dikaʁ pʁɛ jek t͡ ɕɔn]; 

32.  Wind *balval Ballvall Today there is a lot of wind. [kadiːvɪs aɧaʁ bʉt balval] 
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33.  
Earth *phuv 

Pu 

On the earth there is a lot of 

earth. [pʁe pɛ͜ʉː aɧaʁ bʉt pɛ͜ʉː] 

34.  Water *pan- Pani I drink water today. [mɛ piːʁ pɑnɪ kadiːʁɪs] 

35.  Rain *briʃ- Brissschepa I look at rain today. [mɛ dɪkaʁ pʁe bʁɪɧɛpɑ kadiːvɪs] 

36.  Snow *jiv Jivv One can see snow at winter. [je mɔtɛ dɪkaʁ jɪv ɔm vɛna] 

37.  Ice *pax- Pakkos I want to see ice at winter. [je vɔlta tɪ dɪkaʁ pakʊs tɛla vɛna] 

38.  Wood *kaʃ Kascht I use wood to make a fire. [mɛ bʁɛ͜ʉ̟ːkar kaɧt tɪ jagda]; [mɛ bʁʉ̟ːkar kaɧt tɪ jagda] 

39.  Fire *jak Jagg I see a fire there. [mɛ dɪkaʁ je jag ɔdʊj] 

40.  Tree *ruk Rukken There are few trees in the forest.  [aɧaʁ ɕeː bʉt ʁɵkɛn dʁeː vɛɧɛn] 

41.  Flower *luluʤ- Lulloji A flower grows on the field. [je lɵlʊjɪ pʁatɧaʁ pʁeː pʁe najtan] 

42.  Cabbage *ʃax Tchakk The woman likes red cabbage. [jʉ̟ːvlia dʏŋkʁaʁ pʁe lʊlʊ tɕak] 

43.  
Egg *jar- 

Jaro 

The man eats an egg for 

breakfast. [mɵɧɛn kɑːʁ je jɑːʁʊ fɵʁteiːsalʊ kɑ͜uːʁ kɑ͜uːbɛn] 

44.  
Cheese *kiral 

Kiral 

The woman puts cheese on her 

bread. [g̥ɑːʁjan paɧaʁ kiːʁal pʁeː sɪ mɑʊːʁʊ kɔta]; [gaʁja paɧaʁ kiːʁal pʁe sɪ mɑʊːʁʊ kɔta] 

45.  Bacon 

(meat) 
*mas 

Mass 

The girl can but meat from the 

store. [ɕɜja mɔtɛ ɕɪna mas dʁeː bɵdɪkan] 

46.  Bread *mar- Maro One can cut bread with the knife. [je mɔtɛ ɕiːŋʁa mɑ͜uːʁʊ me ɕɛ͜ʉːʁɪŋɛn] 

47.  Butter *kil Schill I put butter on the bread. [mɛ kɪʁaʁ pʁe ɕɪl pʁe mɑːʁʊ]; [mɛ kɪʁaʁ pʁe ɕɪl pʁe mɑʊːʁʊt]; 

48.  Village *gav Gav My village is small. [mɪ gɑːv ʊŋkaʁ tɪknʊ]; [mɪ gɑːv aɧaʁ tɪknʊ] 

49.  Town *for- Foro There, is a large city. [ʊdɔj aɧaʁ je bɑːʁʊ fe͜uːʁʊ] 
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50.  Prison *phanib- Panndrepa The man was in prison last year. [mɵɧɛn bɛɧade dʁe pandʁepɑːt vɑːʁʊ bast] 

51.  Chair *skamin Skammina The man’s chair is nice. [jɑ͜uːʁʊ skamiːna aɧaʁ finstʁʊ]; [gɑ͜uːʁʊns skamɪna aɧar finstrʊ] 

52.  Door *vutar Budar I shut one door after me. [mɛ pandʁaʁ je bɛ͜ʉːdaʁ pala mandɛʁ]; 

53.  Word *lav Lav She said a word yesterday. [jɪ pɛna je lɑːv ɪʁatjas] 

54.  Name *nav Nav My name is. [mɪʁʊ nɑːv aɧaʁ]; [mɪʁʊ nɑ͜uːv aɧaʁ] 

55.  Work *but- Buttepa My work is fun. [mɪʁʊ bʉ̟tːepɑː aɧaʁ lat͡ ɕʊ]; [mɪʁɔ bʉ̟tepɑː aɧaʁ lat͡ ɕʊ] 

56.  Pocket *post- Possika My pocket is broken. [mi pɔsɪka aɧaʁ pɑːɧ] 

57.  Dress *ʦoxa Tchokka The girl’s skirt is nice. [ɕɜjas ɕɔka ɑɧaʁ ʁaŋkanɔ] 

58.  Ring *aŋ(g)rustin Jusstring A silver ring. [je ʁʉːpanʊ jɵstʁɪŋ]; [je ʁʉːpanʊ jɵstʁɪŋ] 

59.  Bead *smiriʤ Mirrikla A pearl from the sea. [je mɪʁɪkla fɔn pɑːnɪt]; [je mɪʁɪkla fɔn pɑːnɪt] 

60.  God *devel Devel I think god is in heaven. [mɛ pat͡ ɕaʁ deːvɛl aɧaʁ ɵpʁɛ bʊlɛpan];  

61.  Mind *ʤint- Janepa My mind is good. [mɪʁʊ jɑnepɑː aɧaʁ lat͡ ɕʊ]  

62.  Luck *baxt Bakkt I need happiness now. [mɛ kamaʁ bʁɛ͜ʉːk føʁ bakt nʉ:] 

63.  Live *ʤiv- Jiddra  Rabbits can live long. [ɧɔɧʊʁ naɧta tɪ jɪdʁa laŋstʊ ɕiːʁʊ]; [ɧɔɧʊʁ naɧta tɪ jɪdʁa laŋstʊ ɕe͜iːʁʊ] 

64.  Buy *kin- Schinna I want to buy a house. [ɕɜja mɔtɛ ɕɪna mas dʁeː bɵdɪkan] 

65.  Say *phen- Penna You cannot say anything. [mɛ vɔlta tɪ pɛna t͡ ɕɔmɛns] 

66.  See *dik Dikka The man can see birds. [mɵɧɛn naɧtaʁ tɪ dikaʁ t͡ ɕɪʁklɛn] 

67.  Hear *ʃun- Schunna I can hear the wind. [mɛ hajar tɪ ɧʉna poːʁdɛpɑːn] 

68.  Believe *paʦ Pattcha It is good to believe in someting. [de aɧaʁ lat͡ ɕʊ te pat͡ ɕa pʁe ɕɔmɛns]; [de aɧaʁ lat͡ ɕʊ te pat͡ ɕa pʁe ɕʊmɛns] 

69.  Speak *rak Rakkla One can speak Romani [je mɔtɛ ʁakla ʁɔmanɪ] 

70.  Wash *thov- Tovva One has to wash one’s clothes. [je mɔtɛ tɔva sɪʁa jɪsa] 
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71.  Put *ʧuv Tchyvvra You can throw the glass. [dʉ̟ː mɔtɛ t͡ ɕʏvʁa bɑːʁɲɛkajɛn]; [dʉ̟ː mɔtɛ ɕʏvʁa bɑːʁɲɛkajɛn] 

72.  Bring *an- Anla I can bring it for you. [ja mɔtɛ anla de͜uːva fø dʉtɛ]; [mɛ mɔtɛ anla de͜uːva fø dʉtɛ] 

73.  Burn *xaʦ- Kattcha He is going to burn a tree. [jɔ hʊŋkaʁ tɪ kat͡ ɕa je kaɧt] 

74.  
Do *ker- 

Kerra 

The man can do something for 

her. [mɵɧɛn mɔtɛ keʁa ɕɔmɛn fø latɪ] 

75.  Love *kam- Kammla It is good to love someone. [de aɧaʁ lat͡ ɕʊ te kamla kɔmɛn] 

76.  Come *av- Ava You can come here. [dʉ̟ mɔtɛ ɑ͜uːva kaj] 

77.  Stay *aʧ- Hatcha The child cannot stay there. [de͜uːva t͡ ɕɑ͜uːv mɔtɛ t͡ ɕe͜iː hatɧa dadʊj]; [de͜uːva t͡ ɕɑ͜uːv mɔtɛ ɕe͜iː hatɧa dʊj] 

78.  
Stupid *dinalo 

Dinalo 

My sister is stupid. Third sent. 

brother 

[mi peːn hʊŋkaʁ dʊstra dɪnalɪ mansa]; [mi peːn hʊŋkaʁ dʊstʁa dɪnalɪ mansa]; [mi pʁaːl hʊŋkaʁ dʊstʁa 

dɪnalʊ mansa] 

79.  Clean *juso Jujjo The pig is clean. [bɑːlʊ aɧaʁ jɵjʊ] 

80.  A little *kuti Kutti I see a small (little) cat overthere. [mɛ dikaʁ je kʉ̟ti maskʁa dadɔj]; [mɛ dikaʁ je kʉ̟ːtɪ maskʁa dadɔj]; 

81.  Now *kana Skanna I am going home now I think. [mɛ pat͡ ɕaʁ miʁɔ keːvɛ skana] 

82.  Other *vavro Vaver Lit. I call another day. [mɛ tɑːva je vɑ͜uːʁʊ diːvɪs] 

83.  
Outside *avri 

Avri 

It is good to be outside 

sometimes. [de aɧaʁ lat͡ ɕʊ tɪ ʊŋka avʁiː ɪmansa]; [de aɧaʁ lat͡ ɕʊ tɪ ʊŋka avʁiː mansa] 

84.  
In front *nal- 

Glal 

The girl stands in front of the 

stone. [t͡ ɕɜja steːʁ glɑl baʁɛn] 

85.  
We *ame 

Menn 

They see that we are sitting on 

chairs.  [jʊn se͡ɪːʁ mɛn bɛɧaʁ pʁe stamloa]; [jʊn dikaʁ mɛn bɛɧaʁ pʁe stamloa] 

86.  Back *pal- Pall He is walking backwards now. [jʊ jɑːʁ tu pal skana] 
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87.  Wet, moist *kin- Kinndo The earth is wet today. [pɛ͜ʉːa aɧaʁ kɪndʊ nʉː] 

88.  Hot *tat- Tatto During the summer it is hot. [tɛla niːan aɧaʁ tatʊ] 

89.  White *parn- Pärno I am watching white snow. [mɛ dɪkaʁ pʁe paʁnʊ jɪv] 
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Appendix II – Swadesh list dataset 

The following table contains the English translations of the Swedish sentences constructed around the 

words of the 207-word Swadesh list that were read to the informant (column 2), and the transcriptions of 

the Swedish Romani translations of the sentences (column 3). 

  

 Sentence Transcription 

1.  He thinks I am a man. [jʊ pat͡ ɕaʁ mandʊʁ hʊŋkaʁ mɑːnʊɧ] 

2.  I know that you have got two legs. [mɛ jɑːnaʁ dʉː kamaʁ dɵj pe͡ɪːʁa] 

3.  I think he is a boy.  [mɛ pat͡ ɕaʁ jʊ hʊŋkaʁ ʁaklʊ]  

4.  They see that we sit on chairs. [jʊn se͡ɪːʁ mɛn bɛɧaʁ pʁe stamloa]; [jʊn dikaʁ mɛn bɛɧaʁ pʁe stamloa] 

5.  We hear that you (pl.) are singing songs.  [mɛn ɧɵnaʁ dɵmɛn giːjaʁ giːjɛpɑːn] 

6.  I hope they eat a lot.  [jɔ hɔpas jʊn kɑːʁ bʉt] 

7.  The dog is watching this man. [jʏklʊ dikaʁ pʁeː kava mʊɧ] 

8.  You like this man. [dʉ̟ dʏŋkaʁ pʁeː doʊːva mʊɧ] 

9.  Usually this is what one eats. [ɔftast aɧaʁ de ka͜j je kɑ͜uːʁ]  

10.  I see a man there.  [mɛ dikaʁ je mɑːnɵɧ kʊj]; [mɛ dikaʁ je mʊɧ ʊdʊj] 

11.  Who is this man. [kɔn ʊŋkaʁ de͜uːva mɑːnɵɧ] 

12.  What are you doing today. [və keːʁ dʉ̟ kadiːvis]; [va keːʁ dʉ̟ kadiːvis] 

13.  Where is dad. [ka͜ɪ hʊŋkaʁ dɑːdɛn] 

14.  When are you going there.  [kana jɑːʁ dʉ date͜uː]; [kana jɑ͜uːʁ dʉ date͜uː] 

15.  How are you doing that.  [haʁ keːʁaʁ dʉː de͜uːva] 

16.  I do not see the man. [mɛ dikaʁ ɕeɪː mʊɧɛn] 

17.  I think all people are nice.  [mɛ dɛŋkaʁ sasaʁɛn fɔʁ mɑːnʊɧaʁ aɧaʁ lat͡ ɕe] 

18.  There are a lot of dogs.  [aɧaʁ bʉt jʏklɛ] 

19.  Lit. Some people came at the door. [kɔmɛna mɑːnʊɧaʁ ɑːva pʁɛ bʉːdan] 

20.  There are few trees in the forest.  [aɧaʁ ɕeː bʉt ʁɵkɛn dʁeː vɛɧɛn] 

21.  Lit. I call another day.  [mɛ tɑːva je vɑ͜uːʁʊ diːvɪs] 

22.  I see a tree.  [mɛ dikaʁ je ʁɵk]; [mɛ dikaʁ je ʁʉk] 

23.  I have got two birds. [mɛ kamaʁ dɵj ɕɪʁklɛ] 

24.  I am looking at three flowers.  [mɛ dikaʁ pʁɛ tʁɪn blʊmɪkəʁ] 

25.  By the house there are four stones.  [ɪntʊ ken aɧaʁ staʁ baʁ]; [ɪntʊ keːn aɧaʁ staʁ baʁ] 

26.  I see five birds. [mɛ dikaʁ panɧ ɕɪʁklɛ]; [mɛ dikaʁ panɕ ɕɪʁklaʁ] 

27.  There there is a big dog. [ʊduj aɧaʁ je bɑ͜uːʁʊ jʏklʊ] 

28.  A long woman. [je bɑːʁɪ manɵɧnɪ]; [je laŋstɪ manɵɧnɪ] 

29.  I drive on a wide road. [mɛ tʁadjaʁ je bɵɧlu dʁɔm] 

30.  A thick man. [je tʉ̟ːlʊ mʊɧ] 

31.  A heavy stone. [je pɑːʁʊ baʁ] 

32.  A small bird. [je tɪknɪ ɕɪʁklɪ] 
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33.  A small woman. [je kʉ̟tɪ gɑːʁja] 

34.  A narrow road. [je taŋglʊ̝ dʁɔm] 

35.  A thin wall. [je sɑːnʊ vantɑ] 

36.  A small woman walks on the road. [je kɵtɪ gɑːʁja jɑːʁ pʁe dʁɔmɛn] 

37.  A man jumps. [je mɵɧ skʉːtaʁ] 

38.  A man runs. [je mɑːnʊɧ pʁastaʁ] 

39.  A boy sits on the chair. [je t͡ ɕɑːv bɛɧaʁ pʁe stamnʊn] 

40.  First sent. The Traveller man’s Traveller 

wife runs. Second sent. The man’s wife 

runs. [ʁɔmɛskʁɪ ʁɔmnɪ pʁastaʁ]; [gɑːʁɵs gɑːʁja pʁastaʁ] 

41.  The woman’s husband eats food. [gɑːʁjans mɵɧ kɑ͜uːʁ kɑ͜uːbɛn] 

42.  The child’s mother talks. [nʏkʁɛskɪ dɜj ʁaklaʁ] 

43.  The child’s father sings. [nʏkɛskʁʊ dɑːd gɛjaʁ] 

44.  I have seen an animal in the forest. [mɛ ɑː dɪka je gʁɛɧu dʁeː vɛɧɛn] 

45.  
I know there is fish in the sea. 

[me jɑːnaʁ de aɧaʁ matɧu pʁeː pɑːʁnɪ]; [mɛ jɑːnaʁ de aɧaʁ matɧu dʁeː 

pɑːʁnɪt] 

46.  
I see a bird in the tree. 

[mɛ dɪkaʁ je ɕɪʁklʊ pʁeː rɵkɛn]; [mɛ dɪkaʁ je t͡ ɕɪʁklʊ ɵpʁeː rɵkə]; [mɛ 

dɪkaʁ je t͡ ɕɪʁklʊ ɵpʁeː rɵkɛn] 

47.  The man’s dog is big. [gɑːʁʊnːs jʏklʊ aɧaʁ bɑːʁʊ] 

48.  
In the hair there is a louse I think. 

[dʁe bɑːlʊ aɧaʁ je jʉ̟ːv pat͡ ɕaʁ mandɛʁ]; [dʁe bɑːlɛ aɧaʁ je jʉ̟ːv pat͡ ɕaʁ 

mandɛʁ] 

49.  A snake is on the stone.  [je sap sʉːtaʁ pʁe baʁɛn]; [je sap sʉːtaʁ pʁe je baʁ] 

50.  A big worm is one the road. [je bɑːʁʊ ɕaʁmʊ aɧaʁ pʁeː dʁɔm] 

51.  I see a tree with large leaves. [mɛ dɪkaʁ je ʁʉk me bɑːʁa paltʁɪan]; [mɛ dɪkaʁ je ʁʉk me bɑːʁe paltʁɪan] 

52.  In the forest there are many trees. [dʁeː vɛɧa aɧaʁ bʉtɛn ʁʉkan] 

53.  It is good to have a good stick.  [de aɧaʁ lat͡ ɕʊ tɪ kama je lat͡ ɕʊ ʁan] 

54.  The man eats a fruit with a knife. [mɵɧɛn kɑːʁ je fʁʉkt me ɕʉ̟ːʁɪŋ] 

55.  On the tree there is a green leaf. [pʁeː ʁʉka aɧaʁ je sɛnalɔ patʁɪn] 

56.  
A root becomes strong when wind blows. 

[je kɔʁanː ɑːvaʁ sɔʁalʊ kana balval pɔʁdaʁ]; [je kɔʁa aɧaʁ sɔʁalʊ kana 

balval pɔʁdaʁ]; [je kɔʁan aɧaʁ sɔʁalʊ kana balval pɔʁdaʁ] 

57.  The skin of the tree (bark) can be eaten. [mɔtɪn fʁɔ ʁʉkan jɑːn tɪ kɑːʁ] 

58.  A flower grows on the field. [je lɵlʊjɪ pʁatɧaʁ pʁeː pʁe najtan] 

59.  On the field grass grows.  [pʁe najtan pʁatɧaʁ t͜ ɕɑːʁ] 

60.  A long rope is good to have. [je laŋstʊ ɧeːlʊ aɧaʁ lat͡ ɕʊ tɪ kama] 

61.  His skin is clean. [lɛskʁʊ mɔtɪn aɧaʁ jʊjʊ] 

62.  The girl can buy meat in the store.  [ɕɜja mɔtɛ ɕɪna mas dʁeː bɵdɪkan] 

63.  On the ground there is blood. [pʁeː pʉːa aɧaʁ ʁat] 

64.  I give the dog a bone. [mɛ dɔka jʏklʊn je kɔkalʊ] 

65.  In the food there is a lot of fat.  [dʁeː kɑːben aɧaʁ bʉt tʉ̟ːlɛpɑː] 

66.  The man eats an egg for breakfast. [mɵɧɛn kɑːʁ je jɑːʁʊ fɵʁteiːsalʊ kɑ͜uːʁ kɑ͜uːbɛn] 

67.  The horn on the moose is large. Second 

sent. -are large. [siːna pʁeː saʁbɪs aɧaʁ bɑʁʊ]; [siːna pʁeː saʁbɪs aɧaʁ bɑʁɛ] 

68.  The dog’s tail is long. [jʏklɛskʁʊ pɛ͜ʉːʁɪa aɧaʁ laŋstʊ] 

69.  The birds feather is white. [t͡ ɕɪʁklɛskʁʊ pɔʁ aɧaʁ paʁnʊ] 
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70.  One has got hair on the head. [je kamaʁ bɑːl pʁe ɧeːvʊ] 

71.  On the head there is hair. [pʁeː ɧeːvʊt aɧaʁ bɑːl] 

72.  What a large ear you have got.  [ɕakɵ bɑːʁʊ kan dʉ̟ː kamaʁ] 

73.  The cat’s eye is yellow. [maskʁɛkʊ jak aɧaʁ jɪltʊ]; [maskʁakʊ jak aɧaʁ jɪltʊ] 

74.  The man’s nose is big. [gɑːʁʊs nak aɧaʁ bɑːʁʊ] 

75.  The man’s mouth is big. [mɵɧɛskʁʊ mɔj aɧaʁ bɑːʁʊ] 

76.  His tooth is big. [lɛskʁʊ daŋ aɧaʁ bɑːʁʊ] 

77.  His tounge is long. [lɛskʁʊ ɕɪb aɧaʁ laŋstʊ] 

78.  Your fingernail is long. [dɪn naj aɧaʁ laŋstʊ] 

79.  Her foot is big. [lakʁʊ piːʁʊ aɧaʁ bɑːʁʊ] 

80.  The horse’s foot is long. [gʁɛjɛskʁɛ piːʁʊ aɧaʁ laŋstʊ] 

81.  My knee hurts. [mɪ ɕaŋ dɵkaʁ]; [mɪ t͡ ɕaŋ dɵkaʁ] 

82.  The boy’s hand is big. [ʁakleskʁʊ vast aɧaʁ bɑːʁʊ]; [ʁakleskʁʊ vaɧt aɧaʁ bɑːʁʊ] 

83.  The bird’s wing is big. [t͡ ɕɪʁklɛskʁʊ pak aɧaʁ bɑːʁʊ] 

84.  The man’s stomach is big. [mɵɧɛskʁʊ paʁ aɧaʁ bɑːʁʊ] 

85.  The sheep’s guts are on the ground. [bakʁɛskʁɛ vɛnʁɪa paɧaʁ pʁe pɛ͜ʉːɛn] 

86.  A human has got a neck on the body. [je mɑːnʊɧ kamaʁ je meːn pʁe tʁɵpʊ] 

87.  His back is broad. [lɛskʁʊ dɵmʊ aɧaʁ bʉːglʊ] 

88.  On his chest there is a cross. [pʁe kɔlɪn kamaʁ ju je kʁɛstʊ] 

89.  My heart hurts.  [mɪ siː dɵkaʁ] 

90.  His liver is healthy. [lɛskʁʊ kɑːlʊbʉkʁʊ aɧaʁ sastʁʊ] 

91.  The dog likes to drink water. [jʏklʊn dʏŋkaʁ pʁɛ tɪ piː pɑːʁnɪ] 

92.  He can eat food. [ju naɧta kɑ͜uːʁ kɑ͜uːbɛn] 

93.  He likes to bite things. [jɪ dʏŋkaʁ pʁɛ tɪ dandʁa kɔʁɛn] 

94.  They can suck. [jun hajaʁ tɪ ɕʏt͡ ɕɛ]; [jun hajaʁ tɪ ɕʏt͡ ɕa] 

95.  Lit. It is ugly to spit on the ground. [de aɧaʁ ɧɛʁia tɪ ɕɔnʁa pʁɛ pɛ͜ʉ̟ːvɛn] 

96.  I can throw up sometimes. [mɛ naɧta tɪ t͡ ɕadʁa ɪmansa]; [mɛ naɧta tɪ ɕadʁa ɪmansa] 

97.  
They usually blow on eachother. 

[jɔn bʁʉ̟ːkaʁ poːʁdas pʁeː jeka vaʁʊn]; [dɔm bʁʉ̟ːkaʁ poːʁdas pʁeː jeka 

vaʁʊn] 

98.  One has to breathe all the time. [je mɔtɛ poːʁda sɑ͜uːʁʊ ɕiːʁʊ]; [je mɔtɛ poːʁda sɑ͜uːʁʊ ɕe͜iːʁʊ] 

99.  We like to laugh often. [mɛn dʏŋkaʁ pʁɛ tɪ sɑːʁ ɔfta]  

100.  The man can see birds. [mɵɧɛn naɧtaʁ tɪ dikaʁ t͡ ɕɪʁklɛn] 

101.  I can hear the wind. [mɛ hajar tɪ ɧʉna poːʁdɛpɑːn] 

102.  He cannot know that.  [ju naɧta ɕiː tɪ jɑna de͜uːva] 

103.  I usually think about you. [mandɛʁ bʁʉ̟ːkaʁ tɪ dɛŋkʁa pʁɛ dɛj] 

104.  Dogs can smell well. [jʏklɛʁ naɧta tɪ sʉŋa lat͡ ɕʊ] 

105.  You do not have to fear the dark. [dʉ̟ behøvɛʁ ɕiː tʁaɧa stamdepɑːʁɲ] 

106.  I like to sleep long.  [mɛ dʏŋkʁaʁ pʁɛ tɪ sʉːta haʁga] 

107.  Rabbits can live long. [ɧɔɧʊʁ naɧta tɪ jɪdʁa laŋstʊ ɕiːʁʊ]; [ɧɔɧʊʁ naɧta tɪ jɪdʁa laŋstʊ ɕe͜iːʁʊ] 

108.  I do not want to die now.  [mɛ vɔlta t͜ ɕiː tɪ mɛ͜ʉːla skana]; [mɛ vɔlta ɕiː tɪ mɛ͜ʉːla skana] 

109.  Dogs usually kill cats. [jʏklʊʁ bʁʉkaʁ mʉːla maskʁʊʁ] 

110.  He likes to fight with others.  [jɔ dʏkaʁ pʁɛ tɪ kɛ͜ʉːʁas meː vɑːʁʊn]; [jɔ dʏkaʁ pʁɛ tɪ kɛ͜ʉːʁas meː vɑːʁɛn] 
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111.  A hunter likes to hunt animals. [je vɜɧaskiːʁʊ dʏŋkaʁ pʁɛ tɪ jɑːga gʁɛɧɛʁ] 

112.  I do not want to fight anyone. [mɛ vɔlta ɕiː tɪ kɛ͜ʉːʁa t͡ ɕiː jɛk] 

113.  One can cut bread with a knife. [je mɔtɛ ɕiːŋʁa mɑ͜uːʁʊ me ɕɛ͜ʉːʁɪŋɛn] 

114.  They can split the money. [jɔn naɧta tɪ pɑ͜uːɧa luːvjaɲa] 

115.  The man usually stabs others in the back. [mɵɧɛn bʁʉkaʁ tɪ hɔvʁa vɑ͜uːʁʊn dʁeː dɵmʊn] 

116.  Cats can scratch. [maskʁʊʁ mɔtɛ ʁandʁa mɑːnʊɧaʁ] 

117.  She likes to dig in the ground. [je dʏŋkaʁ pʁe tɪ handʁa fɔn pɛ͜ʉːɛn] 

118.  She likes to swim in the water. [je dʏŋkaʁ pʁe tɪ plɪva dʁe pɑːʁnɪ]; [je dʏŋkaʁ pʁe tɪ plɪva dʁe pɑːʁnɪt] 

119.  Birds can fly in the sky.  [ɕɪʁklʊ naɧta tɪ hoːʁla dʁe bʊlɛpɑːɲ], [ɕɪʁklʊ naɧta tɪ oːʁla dʁe bʊlɛpɑːɲ] 

120.  I like to walk far. [mɛ dʏŋkaʁ pʁɛ tɪ jɑ͜u: dɛ͜ʉːʁɪt] 

121.  You can come hear. [dʉ̟ mɔtɛ ɑ͜uːva kaj] 

122.  I usually lie in bed. [mɛ bʁʉːkaʁ paɧa dʁe vɔdʁɔsɛn] 

123.  She likes to sit on the chair. [jɛ dʏŋkaʁ pʁɛ tɪ bɛɧa pʁe stamʊn] 

124.  You can stand on the ground. [dʉ̟ mɔtɛ ste pʁe pɛ͜ʉːɛn] 

125.  Can you turn around. [mɔtɛ ʁɪsʁa dɜj]; [mɔtɛ ʁɪsʁa dɛj] 

126.  Lit. I do not want to fall down in the hole. [mɛ vɔlta t͡ ɕiː tɪ pɛʁa telɛ dʁe kɛvɛn]  

127.  I want to give you a gift. [mɛ vɔlta tɪ deːla dɛj je dɑ͜uːbɛn] 

128.  I want to hold your hand. [mɛ vɔlta tɪ ʁɪkʁa dɪ vaɧt]; [mɛ vɔlta tɪ ʁɪkʁa dɪʁ vaɧt] 

129.  You can squeeze it. [dʉ̟ mɔtɛ klɛman] 

130.  I can rub it. [dʉ̟ mɔtɛ mɔʁa mɔmalɪn] 

131.  One has to wash one’s clothes. [je mɔtɛ tɔva sɪʁa jɪsa] 

132.  One can wipe with a rag. [je mɔtɛ tɔsa meː je bajkʊ] 

133.  Pull the door. [taʁva bʉːdaɲ] 

134.  She can throw far. [je naɧta tɪ ɕɪvʁa dɛ͜ʉʁɪt] 

135.  A child can tie their shoes.  [je t͡ ɕɑ͜uːv naɧta tɪ petla tiːʁakaʁna] 

136.  I can sew clothes. [mɛ hajaʁ tɪ sʉvʁa e͜iːsa] 

137.  I can count to ten. [mɛ haja tɪ jɪna tuː dɛs]; [mɛ haja tɪ jɪna tʊ dɛs] 

138.  I want to say something. [mɛ vɔlta tɪ pɛna t͡ ɕɔmɛns] 

139.  She likes to sing songs. [jɪ dʏŋkaʁ pʁɛ tɪ geiːa giːjepaʁ] 

140.  Children like to play games. [ɕɑ͜uːvaʁ dʏŋkaʁ pʁe tɪ spɛ͜ɪkʁa spɛkʁɛpɑːʁn] 

141.  The water seems to flow rapidly. [pɑ͜uːnɪt bʁʉ̟ːkaʁ pʁasta sɪt]; [pɑ͜uːnɪt bʁɛ͜ʉ̟ːkaʁ pʁasta sɪkt] 

142.  The water usually freezes during the 

winter. [pɑ͜uːnɪt bʁʉ̟ːkaʁ bʁɑ͜uːɧa tɛla vɛna]; [pɑ͜uːnɪt bʁɛ͜ʉ̟ːkaʁ bʁɑ͜uːɧa tɛla vɛna] 

143.  It needs to swell sometimes. [de͜uːva mɔtɛ ɕʏvla ɪmansa] 

144.  I see the sun overthere. [mɛ dɪkaʁ kama ʊdʊj] 

145.  I watch the moon sometimes. [mɛ dɪkaʁ pɔ t͡ ɕɔna ɪmansa] 

146.  One can see a star at night. [je mɔtɛ dɪkaʁ je sɪʁna ɔm ratɪa] 

147.  I drink the water today. [mɛ piːʁ pɑnɪ kadiːʁɪs] 

148.  I am looking at the water today. [mɛ dɪkaʁ pʁe bʁɪɧɛpɑ kadiːvɪs] 

149.  In a river there is a lot of water. [dʁe leːna aɧaʁ bʉt pɑnɪ] 

150.  I think the lake (lit. water) is pretty.  [mɛ dʏŋkʁaʁ pɑːnɪ aɧaʁ ɧɵkɛʁ] 

151.  Sometimes I watch the sea (lit. water). [ɪmansa dɪkaʁ mandɛʁ pʁe pɑːnɪ] 
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152.  One has got salt in the food. [je kamaʁ lɔn dʁe kɑːbɛn] 

153.  Next to the stone there is a man. [pasa je baʁ steːʁ je mɵɧ] 

154.  I see sand on the ground. [mɛ dɪkaʁ pʁakʊs pʁe pɛ͜ʉ:vɛn] 

155.  On the groun there is a lot of dust. [pʁe pɛ͜ʉː aɧaʁ bʉt pɛ͜ʉː] 

156.  I am looking at clouds today. [mɛ dɪkaʁ pʁe bʊlɛpɑːn] 

157.  On the field there is fog. [pʁɛ dɔniːtɛn aɧaʁ ɧʏslɛpɑː]; [pʁɛ dɔniːtɛn aɧaʁ ɕʏsːlɛpɑː] 

158.  Today there is a lot of wind. [kadiːvɪs aɧaʁ bʉt balval] 

159.  One can see snow during the winter. [je mɔtɛ dɪkaʁ jɪv ɔm vɛna] 

160.  I want to see ice during the winter. [je vɔlta tɪ dɪkaʁ pakʊs tɛla vɛna] 

161.  There comes smoke from the fire. [de ɑvaʁ tyː fɔn jaga] 

162.  I see a fire overthere. [mɛ dɪkaʁ je jag ɔdʊj] 

163.  I see ash on the ground. [mɛ dɪkaʁ pʁakʊs pʁe pɛ͜ʉːa] 

164.  I use wood to make a fire. [mɛ bʁʉ̟ːkar kaɧt tɪ jagda] 

165.  His road is long.  [lɛskʁʊ dʁɔm aɧaʁ laŋstʊ] 

166.  I see a mountain overthere. [mɛ dɪkaʁ je bɛʁj dadʊj] 

167.  I like the color red. [mɛ dʏŋkʁaʁ pʁeː lʊlʊ faʁna] 

168.  I think green is a ugly color. [mɛ dʏŋkʁaʁ sɛnalʊ hʊŋkaʁ je ɧeːʁjanʊ faʁna] 

169.  I see a yellow book. [mɛ dɪkaʁ je jɪltʊ dʁabɛliːna] 

170.  I am watching white snow. [mɛ dɪkaʁ pʁe paʁnʊ jɪv] 

171.  That is a black chair. [de͜uːva aɧaʁ je kɑ͜ulʊ stamʊ] 

172.  I think it is going to be night soon. [mɛ pat͜ ɕaʁ de ɑːvaʁ ʁatja gla͜j] 

173.  One day it is going to be sunny. [je diːvɛs aɧaʁ tɪ ɑːva kamanʊt] 

174.  

In the middle of the year it is hot. 

[maskadʉːnʊ ɕiːʁʊ ʊm baɕ aɧaʁ tatʊ]; [maɕkadʉːnʊ ɕiːʁʊ ʊm baɧ aɧaʁ 

tatʊ] 

175.  During the summer it is hot. [tɛla niːan aɧaʁ tatʊ] 

176.  During the winter it is cold.  [tɛla vɛna aɧaʁ ɕʏʁanʊ] 

177.  The bowl is full of water. [ɕɪpʊ aɧaʁ paʁdʊ pani] 

178.  I have a new car.  [mɛ kamaʁ je neːvʊ tʁɑːdlaʁɛ] 

179.  I have an old friend. [mɛ kama je pɛ͜ʉʁʊ mɑːl] 

180.  That it is a good dog. [kava aɧaʁ je lat͡ ɕʊ jʏklʊ] 

181.  That is a bad person. [de͜uːva aɧaʁ je ɧeːʁɪja mɑ͜uːnuɧ] 

182.  I eat a rotten apple. [mɛ kɑ͜uːʁ je ɧeːʁɪa pab] 

183.  The chair is dirty today. [stamʊ aɧaʁ mɛlːanʊ kadiːvɪs] 

184.  The woman walks on a straight road. [gɑːʁja jɑːʁ je hɔʁta dʁɔm] 

185.  The man has got a round ball. [gɑːʁʊ kamaʁ je pɪkʊnʊ bɔl]; [gɑːʁʊ kamaʁ je pɪkʊlʊ bɔl] 

186.  That is a sharp knife. [de͜uːva aɧaʁ je hɔstʁʊ ɕʉ̟ːʁɪŋ] 

187.  That is a dull knife. [de͜uːva aɧaʁ je ɧeːʁɪa ɕʉ̟ːʁɪŋ] 

188.  The ground is wet now. [pɛ͜ʉːa aɧaʁ kɪndʊ nʉː] 

189.  I am looking at a dry dog. [mɛ dɪkaʁ pʁe je tɔʁknʊ jʏklʊ] 

190.  A correct answer. [je ɕat͡ ɕʊ svɑːʁɛpɑː] 

191.  My neighbor lives close to me. [mɪ nɛʁbʊ bɛɧaʁ pasa mandɛʁ] 

192.  I am walking far from here. [mandɛʁ bʊdʁaʁ dʉːʁ ɪfʁɔn kɜːj] 
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193.  Lit. Turn right so you will get home. [leː hɔʁta ka͜ɪ soː ɑːvaʁ du keʁɛ] 

194.  If you turn left you will not get home. [ɔm dʉ̟ː leːʁ saʁdʊ kɜj ɑːvaʁ dʉː ɕiː keːʁɛ] 

195.  He stands by the stone. [jɔ stəːʁ pasa baʁn] 

196.  He is inside a house. [jɔ hʊŋkaʁ dreː je keːʁ] 

197.  He eats with fork and knife. [jɔ kɑ͜uːʁ me gavlʊ ʊ ɕʉ̟ːʁɪŋaʁ] 

198.  Me and you. [mɛ ta dʉː] 

199.  Do (that) if you want. [keːʁ tɛ dʉ̟ː vɔltʁaʁ] 

200.  The man runs because he wants. [mɔʁɛn pʁastʁaʁ paskɛ jɔ vɔltʁaʁ tɛ] 

201.  My name is. [mɪʁʊ nɑːv aɧaʁ]; [mɪʁʊ nɑ͜uːv aɧaʁ] 

 


